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The purpose of this inquiry is to examine v/hat
specific changes have been brought about by scientific
and technological considerations in the structural
organization of the United States Government, at the
national level, since October, 1957—"the time of the
launching of the first Sputnik by the Soviet Union, •
More specifically, it is desired to examine Federal
governmental and quasi-governmental organizational
structures and the relationships existing between var-
ious departments and agencies involved in formulating
and implementing national policy when such policy is
affected by science and technology influences and is
also more or less directly concerned with the inter-
national affairs of the United States.
To achieve this purpose it is necessary to direct
this research effort at the identification and blending
together of three separate but interdependent facets of
the governmental process. These three facets have been
evolving rapidly, increasing in both size and importance
as they affect United States participation in the broad
scope of its activities in the international arena today.

2The first facet to be examined separately and
then related to the two others is the present organ-
izational structure of various departments and agencies
concerned, in varying degrees, with science and
technology. Here an arbitrary selection of depart-
ments and agencies has been made, based on factors
which will be developed in the course of discussion.
Emphasis will be placed on those aspects of the science
and technology organization which are influenced by or
have influence on the foreign affairs of the United
States. Through design, the study selectively
identifies how science and international relations
interact and are coordinated within bureaucratic struc-
tures.
Operational scientific and technological activi-
ties will be identified and related to organizational
structures only when necessary for clarity and
completeness. This limitation is imposed to make the
inquiry manageable in size. Similarly, participation
in the very large research and development programs by
several of the departments and agencies, except for
brief identification where required to prevent distor-
tion through omission, will not be reviewed. Factors
related to military requirements will not be emphasized.
Many of these programs overlap the block and white of
science and international relations with varying shades

3of gray. Thus, the organizational structures and the
activities of the Department of Defense (DOD), the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), and the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) are identified
only to place them in proper perspective but are not
examined in detail.
It must be emphasized that the predominant
influence of DOD, AEC, and NASA in the formulation of
research and development objectives, the administration
of the most significant applied and basic science pro-
jects and programs, and their direct concern with the
majority of applied scientific and technological
developments and their practical applications is
recognized clearly. It is not, however, these activi-
ties which are the major concern of this thesis,
particularly of its first facet. Organizational
structure rather than content is the major goal of the
study. The importance of these agencies is not over-
looked; their dominant role is clearly recognized.
However, they are subordinated in the present study of
organizational structure to obviate overcomplication
of an already complicated relationship pattern among
agencies to be examined in the terms of reference of
the first facet.
The second facet of the inquiry is the identi-
fication and examination of selected scientific issues,
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programs, and projects having a direct relationship
with the international relations of the United States,
The examples selected are used to show what areas of
scientific and technological activity certain depart-
ments and agencies are responsible for, and through
these examples to bring out a more or less typical
pattern of interplay between, within, and among
agencies. Selected programs, which have less signi-
ficance in scope and size, have been included as
prototypes illustrating the basic relationships which
it is sough to bring out and develop. This is not a
complete examination of the many different programs
and projects being conducted and are not necessarily
the most important.
The Departments of Interior and Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare function in the fields of science
and technology in the international arena in much the
same manner as other departments which are reviewed,
such as the Department of Agriculture and the Depart-
ment of Commerce. Specifics of their operations,
organizational structures, and policy influence in the •
fields of science and technology are not developed here
inasmuch as, though varying in detail of organization
and areas of interest and influence, the basic outline
of their activities would be largely repetitive of
others described.

5The third facet of the inquiry is an effort to
examine the evolving relationships of governmental and
non-governmental or quasi-governmental bodies to deter-
mine how they participate in the formulation and
implementation of policy in the area of this study.
Not only are the relationships evolving, but the issues
and other policy considerations are also not static;
this approach tends to halt the evolving process of
development temporarily at intervals to permit examina-
tion and determination of its status at any particular
times.
It should be pointed out that while there are
three separate and identifiable basic facets to the
present inquiry, this thesis is so organized as to
include all three phases within a single framework; i.e.,
various organizational structures are discussed and
examined in separate chapters of the thesis—broadly,
the first facet of the inquiry—and the programs
selected for the second facet with the relationships
involved in the third facet all developed in the chap-
ters dealing v/ith the specific agencies involved. The
resulting findings, conclusions, and recommendations
arc then summarized in the concluding chapter of the
thesis.
The analytical method has been used when possible,
although the numerous other forces which enter into the

6formulation of policy, including both domestic and
international politics, intertwine throughout the con-
tent matter of this study and play upon the lines of
communication which are its basic concern. The
reader should bear in mind that not all of these forces
are examined and that discussion of considerations
secondary to the mainstream of the study is brought in
only when specifically pertinent.
The inquiry tries to avoid wherever possible the
more polemic issues facing the political science
practitioner in his effort to establish what the role
of the scientist in government should be today. This
question, obviously, will continue to be debated for
some years to come. The evolving role of science it-
self dictates that the answer is not and should not
become fixed and immobile at this time. It is much
better that the debate continue so that the varied views
and arguments can all contribute to an eventual synthesis.
Certain observations on the role of the scientist are,
however, inescapable and will be included where pertinent.
This is done because it is believed that the answer to
the basic question, when and if it is finally decided,
must be built upon a foundation of what the contemporary
scientist in government has successfully demonstrated
his capabilities to be. By identifying this role in the
area of purpose of this inquiry a more intelligent answer

7may later be formulated. The opinion the scientist
voices may decide what a specific national policy is to
be. How the foreign policies and international
relations of the United States are influenced by
science and the scientist must be identified, examined,
and related before a meaningful determination can be
made of the roles played and to be played.
It is hoped that from the results of this in-
quiry the implications of the developments in the three
interdependent facets studied can be identified and the
trends for tomorrow suggested.
I. THE SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGE
The Soviet Union's political-scientific success
in October, 1957—Sputnik I
—
precipitated in the United
States a reevaluation of how policy, with scientific and
technological substance, was formulated at the national
level. The Soviet achievement, reflecting inquiry and
technological application under an authoritarian system,
forced startling conclusions which would not be rational-
ized away. Previous achievements by the Soviets had been
explained as being made possible through intensive
technological application of scientific knowledge gleaned
from the fruits of research by scientists of other
nations. The explanation that their use of short cuts
produced superficial technological achievement was no
longer satisfactory. It was now apparent to all that

8the USSR, -utilizing the monolithic procedures of the
communist system, had reached an advanced state of the.
arts in science and technology. This position made it
possible for them to challenge, and even to surpass in
certain areas, the scientific leadership presumably
enjoyed by the nations of the free world.
If indeed a certain lethargic attitude had been
present in the United States, based upon satisfaction
with the record of past achievements, the October, 1957*
event was needed to produce a proper perspective and a
realization that relative advantage between nations is
dependent in part on fast moving relationships in the
world of science and technology.
As a product of the resulting reevaluation, which
has continued during the past six years, a number of
changes in the structure of the Federal Government have
occurred, particularly in the Executive Branch. These
changes have been designed to incorporate science and
technology considerations into the policy making process,
more actively and at higher levels than had previously
been the case. The influence and responsibility of the
scientist in government has correspondingly increased.
In a manner similar to that of the economist, the scientist
is now participating in the decision making process within
the Federal Government at all significant levels.

Two developments are taking place today that are
of tremendous importance:
1. Technical resources are becoming more import-
ant than natural resources as the basis for national
strength and economic vitality.
2. Technical change is profoundly altering the
economic, cultural, political, and social foundation
of our society.
1
These developments have had a demonstrably profound
affect on governmental processes as well.
The Technological Y/ar
The threat of a scientific nature, the "techno-
logical war," as it is sometimes referred to, is but
one part of the spectrum of total competition with which
the Soviet bloc has challenged the West. It is within
this spectrum, however, that the vital decisions may
be made which will determine the outcome of the overall
struggle. Peaceful coexistence is possible only when
there is a balance of power in favor of the West—at
least, past history and present exigencies have forced
adoption of this view. The possibility of some techno-
logical breakthrough upsetting the existing balance
remains an ominous cloud on the horizon. Science leaves
no area of activity of man untouched. Consequently
J. Herbert Hollomon, Assistant Secretary of Com-
merce for Science and Technology, statement before
Subcommittee on Retailing, Distribution, and Marketing,
Select Committee on Small Business, U.S. Senate, 88th
Cong., 1st Sess., Part II, June 5 and 6, 1963 (Washing-
ton: Government Printing Office, 1963), p. 189.
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there is no theoretical limit to how political decisions
which influence science (and the converse) could affect
our future.
It is obvious that the Soviets are well aware of
the importance of this part of the challenge. It is
evidenced in their declaration of intention in their
twenty-year plan for science, adopted in 1961, to occupy
in the shortest possible time the world's leading posi-
tions in all major fields.
Beyond the qualitative aspect of the challenge is
the quantitative challenge.
Impending shortages of talented, highly trained
scientists and engineers threaten the successful
fulfillment of vital national commitments. Un-
less remedial action is taken promptly, future
needs for superior engineers, mathematicians,
and physical scientists will seriously outstrip
the supply. 2
Although the quality of the number of Soviet graduates
vis a vis the United States must be taken into considera-
tion, statistical comparison of the number of graduates-
in the field of science and technology, as projected
into 1970, gives mute testimony to the concentrated
effort which is being expended by the USSR. A recent
study provides the following comparison: In 1961,
p
U.S., The President's Science Advisory Committee,
Meeting Manpower Needs in Science and Technology , Report
No. 1, "Graduate Training in Engineering, Mathematics, and
Physical Services," Dec. 12, 1962 (Washington: Government .
Printing Office, 1962), p. 1.
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approximately 90,000 U.S. students v/ere graduated from
institutions of higher learning with baccalaureate
degrees in science and eng: sring fields; the compar-
able figure for the USSR was 190,000. The study
estimated that in 1970 the U.S. would produce 138,000
graduates with similar degrees annually, while the USSR
will have increased the number of its graduates in these
fields to 250,000. When comparisons are made of degrees
granted at the doctoral level, similar cause for concern
appears. The same study indicates that of the approx-
imately 8,500 doctoral degrees granted annually in each
country, roughly 7? per cent of those in the USSR are
in the science and engineering fields while only 55 VeT
cent of U.S. degrees fall within this category. Pro-
jections into the future are no more comforting,
indicating a widening rather than a narrowing of this
3gap.
While the figures cited above provide only a
direct comparison between the U.S. and the USSR, with-
out taking into consideration the supporting scientific
and technological expert manpower input which might be
provided by friendly nations in either the West or the
communist bloc, their import is clear.
3United States Air Force, "Technical Education
Requirements and Technological Warfare, period 1962-
1972," unpublished study, Hea . uarters, U.S. Air Force
(Washington, 1962), pp. 1-22.
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In today 1 s world, the tide of political power
flows with the tide of scientific and technical
power. A decade ago we took our nation's scien-
tific and technical leadership almost for granted.
Today it is being effectively contested.
We must bestir ourselves, lest Sputnik and the
Cosmonaut mark only the beginning of a long list
of Soviet firsts, and lest we fall short of our
best in putting science to work for peace and
welfare and individual freedom. 4
This statement by Senator Henry M. Jackson has clearly
and succinctly identified the seriousness of the
scientific and technological challenge the United States
is now facing.
While the situation is admittedly serious, Dr.
Ruben F. Met tier, Executive Vice President of Space
Technology Laboratories, Inc., indicated in testimony
before the Senate Subcommittee on National Policy
Machinery in April, I960, that the advantage still
rests with the West. He pointed out that the democ-
ratic process, with many centers of decision making
power, clearly outweighs the advantage of a totali-
tarian society. He further stated,
With proper organization, with wise and bold
leadership, our private free enterprise system,
teamed with our free government, can provide for
our own national security and can serve as an
4
U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,
Science Organization and the President' s Office , Staff
Report and Recommendations, 8'7th Cong., 1st Sess., June





inspiration to peoples everywhere.
5
The manner in which our Government is organized to meet
the challenge, to team free enterprise with government,
and to cooperate with and provide inspiration to
"peoples everywhere" is the focus upon which this
thesis centers.
International Cooperation
The other side of the coin of the scientific-
technological challenge is not the competitive require-
ments imposed on nations but the new areas of cooperation
which have been opened up to the international community.
In the words of the late President Kennedy:
Recent scientific advances have not only made
international cooperation desirable but they have
made it essential. The ocean, the atmosphere,
outer space, belong not to one nation or one
ideology but to all mankind, and as science carries
out its tasks in the years ahead, it must enlist
all its own disciplines, all nations prepared for
scientific quest, and all men capable of sympathiz-
ing with the scientific impulse.
o
While the separation between competition and
cooperation is not always clearly definable, the United
'U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,
anizing for National Securit y, Vol. I of Hearings,
a Cong., 2d Sess. (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1961), p. 353-
John F. Kennedy, "Science and International
Cooperation," U.S. Department of State Bulletin , Nov.
18, 1963, P. 779.
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States Government is putting energy and effort into the
cooperative aspects wherever and whenever possible.
Many of the changes being wrought in the governmental
organization are designed to assist cooperation between
nations and to expand into new understanding and working
arrangements. Many envision the foundation for future
economic and political cooperation as being built on
the pragmatism of scientific and technological inter-
c" pendence.
Thus, while science and technology is precipitat-
ing competition between nations and international
political systems it is also providing a catalyst for
international cooperation. In the succeeding chapters
it will be seen how the United States Government is




Science and technology have normally served as
a tool to assist the Federal Government in response to
specific needs or general applications for the safety
and welfare of the people. Scientific contributions
to the safety and welfare of the nation have tradi-
tionally been accomplished in an environment based upon
the 19th century concept of laissez faire for free
enterprise. Until relatively recently, whenever there
arose a pressing scientific or technological requirement
for the protection and welfare of the country, or in
satisfying the needs of the people, the role of govern-
ment was generally limited to defining specific areas of
need. This restricted role of government exists no
longer. The evolution of this change merits brief
attention.
I. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
The National Academy of Sciences was founded by
Act of Congress in I863 to permit the organization of
the assistance of scientists and to provide a means for
cooperation between scientists and government in the
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Civil War effort. By the early 1900' s, the Government
had been sponsoring research in agriculture for a
number of years and had begun to respond to the require-
ments for some form of minimum governmental supervisory
organization as a result of advancing technology.
Federal agencies were established to operate in various
new areas in which the health and welfare of individuals
throughout the nation were felt to be affected. As a
major example, in 1901 the National Bureau of Standards
was established, and this action was followed by the
enactment of the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906. These
were among a number of agencies and legislative actions
designed to regulate scientific activities and techno-
logical applications growing in scope and effect.
The advent of World War I resulted in the develop-
ment of scientific demands which were levied upon the
scientific community initially via the Naval Consulting
Board, established in 1915- The National Research
Council was established in 1917 to operate in conjunction
with the Civil War established National Academy of Sciences
in response to President Wilson's request. Following the
J. Stefan Dupre" and Sanford A. Lakoff, Science
and the Nation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, .
Inc., 1962), pp. 1-19.
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War, the next major impetus given to the growth of the
government-science response relationship was the creation
of the presidential Science Advisory Board in 1933* This
Board was established to stimulate scientific activity
both in and out of government, tying more firmly the
bonds between the two spheres of activity.
The total demands generated by World War II, how-
ever, provided the impetus that projected the Federal
Government into its role as a primary force acting in
the total spectrum of the activities of science and
technology. The stimulus to activity in research and
development caused by the War multiplied scientific
advances, and encouraged feedback between the two acti-
vities. In turn, the requirement for governmental
action in the form of policy, priorities, direction of
efforts, and financial support was vastly increased.
The wartime evolution included establishment of
the National Defense Research Committee in 194-0, forma-
tion of the Office of Scientific Research and Development
in 1941 by executive order, and the bringing together
through the exigencies of war of the research and
development functions of the Army, Navy, Office of
Scientific Research and Development, and the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
During the immediate post-war period an Inter-
departmental Committee of Scientific Advice was created.
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It was composed of government officials, but was ineffec-
tive in formation of national scientific policy, A
remedy was sought in the National Science Foundation,
established in 1950> and although the task of formulating
scientific policy was delegated to it, it was unable, for
various reasons, to formulate or coordinate policy except
in a very limited manner. The role of the National
Science Foundation in this respect will be examined later
in the thesis.
In 1951 the Science Advisory Committee was formed
under the auspices of the Director of Defense Mobiliza-
tion. It was composed of eminent civilian scientists,
and through its mechanism policy advice from scientists
was somewhat more effectively incorporated into the
policy considerations of the Executive Branch. This
basic relationship between government and science remained
in effect as a policy nexus for the next six years, with
various departments and agencies pursuing individual
activities in scientific areas, sometimes in conflict,
sometimes in duplication, and often uncoordinated. This,
in capsule form and oversimplified, was the situation
until 1957? when the launching of Sputnik brought about
the shattering of complacency to which reference has been
made.
Approximately one month following the launching,
the Office of Special Assistant to the President for
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Science and Technology was Created. Simultaneously, on
November 7 S 1957, the Science Advisory Committee was
upgraded by its removal from Lhe Office of Defense
Mobilization to the Executive Offices and its redesigna-
tion as the President's Science Advisory Committee.
This combination of steps provided direct access to the *
President for scientific advice emanating from or chan-
nelled through the Committee. Thus was the influence
of science and technology introduced into government at
a higher level and on a permanent basis.
II. THE ROLE OF THE PRESIDENT
Ultimate responsibility rests with the President
to decide the direction, degree of effort, and priorities
in the national scientific and technological endeavor.
The scope of this responsibility was delineated in a 1961
report of the Senate Subcommittee on National Policy:
The President bears the main responsibility for
determining the broad direction and scale of the
government's part in our national scientific effort.
He establishes the priorities. He makes key de-
cisions that enlist science and technology in support
of our foreign policy and defense goals. Ho is
ultimately responsible for the wise employment of
the over eight billion dollars our federal government
now spends annually on research and development. 2
2u.S. Congress, Senate 5 Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,
Science Organization and the President'
s
Office, Staff
Report and Recommendations, 8 r/th Cong., 1st Sess., June 1*+,
1961 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1961), p. 1.
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Elmer B. Staats, Deputy Director, Bureau of the
Budget, in testimony in support of the President's
Reorganization Plan No, 2 of 1962 creating the Office
of Science and Technology as a permanent staff arm in
the Executive Offices, further identified the degree
of this responsibility by noting that:
The Office of the President has been profoundly
affected by the emergence of science and technology
as a major force in public policy. More and more,
the decisions which confront the President, involve
difficult and irretrievable commitments concerning
complex technical questions affecting our security
and our position in the Y/orld.
No matter how extensive the authority delegated
to heads of departments and agencies, the President
must assume responsibility for the decisions that
are taken and the results that follow.
3
Following the creation of the post of Special
Assistant Assistant to the President for Science and
Technology and the raising of the status of the Scien-
tific Advisory Committee in 1957 > the President
established the Federal Council for Science and Tech-
nology in 1959 to augment his sources of scientific
assistance in fulfilling these responsibilities. Com-
posed of officials from eight governmental agencies and
technical activity, it functions as an interdepartmental
3
U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on Executive and Legislative
Reorganization, Reorganization Plan No . 2 of 1962 Hear-
ings, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., April 17, 19^2"TWashington:




The most recent major organizational change at
the Executive Office level was made when the Office of
Science and Technology was established by the President
in 1962, as noted above. The full responsibility of
this office as an instrument to assist the President
will be examined in Chapter V.
In summation, since 1957 the organizational
relationships within the Executive Branch at the Presi-
dential staff level have been profoundly altered. The
steps outlined are only the initial actions which have
lead to accelerated activity in what may be looked on
as an almost new branch of Government. They have been
supplemented by corollary changes and activities among
and within various agencies at the lower levels, changes
which will be discussed in the later chapters of this
thesis. Other changes will undoubtedly follow.
Reorganization since 1957 has been largely at the
direction of the President, although some recommendations
and criticisms have been made by Congress. Under present
law, both Houses of Congress must disapprove a major re-
organization (submitted in the form of a Reorganization
Plan) to keep it from going into effect. While the shock
of Sputnik and later Soviet achievements together with
the impact of the technological war undoubtedly had the
effect of mitigating Congressional criticism or preventing
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disapproval of the early steps, it seems likely that
major reorganizations in the future v/ill undergo a
heavier gauntlet before they are permitted,
III. THE ROLE OF CONGRESS
The expanded organization within the Executive
Branch designed to administer effectively the activi-
ties resulting from the demands of science and technology,
and the almost cataclysmic increase of Government expen-
ditures on these activities, have imposed added
responsibilities on Congress which have strained its
capabilities during the past six years:
Increasingly, policy decisions made on programs
and funds for science and technology affect in their
full relevancy not only the security of the country
but the liberty and privacy of every human being
everywhere. If democracy and representative govern-
ment are to prevail in this nation, it is necessary
that the Congress understand the importance of these
decisions and as a result they are made, not in the
halls of Congress but elsewhere, not by the elected
representatives but by unknown administrative
officials.4
Senator Bartlett of Alaska, after making the
above observations, identified the need, as he saw it,
for Congress to have an Office of Science and Technology,
similar to that in the executive offices, to furnish
advice, evaluations and reports, the proposed Office to
4
Senator E. L. Bartlett, "Needed: A Congressional
Office of Science and Technology," Congressional Record ,
CIX, No. 115 (July 30, 1963), p. 2.
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be responsible only to Congress. ^ His statement was a
reiteration of the increasing emphasis being placed on
the need for progress in the organization and operation
of the Legislative Branch in meeting the burden of res-
ponsibility for making or approving decisions and
policies in a highly specialized and exceedingly complex
sphere.
The House Committee on Government Operations had
noted this need in its consideration of Reorganization
Plan No. 2 of 1962:
Science and technology have entered into our
national life in a pervasive way, creating new
relationships and dependencies between Government
and private educational and industrial organiza-
tions. These influences have made themselves felt
in the framing of national and international
policies and have become a matter of major import-
ance to Government administrators and the Congress.
Correspondingly, new and unprecedented demands have
been placed on public officials to understand and
deal with science and technology effectively in its
new dimensions,"
Congress, in an effort to carry out these policy
making responsibilities in the period of newly awakened
awareness of the important role of science and tech-
nology, had created two new committees in 1958. The
Committee on Science and Astronautics in the House of
p. 8.
5
Ibid ., p. 3.
6
House Committee on Government Operations, ^on. cit.,
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Representatives and the Committee on Aeronautical and
Space Sciences in the Senate were the first wholly new
committees to be created in the separate branches since
1892.
Other than these two committees and the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, overseeing the Atomic Energy
Commission, the Congress has had no other organizational
support in the advanced scientific sphere. The informa-
tion received by the Congress on various issues has
come largely from testimony at hearings, and while non-
governmental experts also testify, in the opinion of
some legislators the testimony has much too often been
limited to that provided by witnesses from the Executive
Branch.' Limitations on this source as a means of
obtaining information are many, from the point of view
of Congress, as exemplified by the restrictions existing
when the Special Assistant to the President for Science
and Technology becomes involved. Since he is a personal
advisor to the President, the tradition of executive
privilege makes him unavailable for testimony before
Congress in that capacity.
To remedy these deficiencies, Senator Bartlett,
in August, 1963, introduced a bill to establish in the
Legislative Branch of the Government a Congressional
7
Bartlett, loc . cit .
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Office of Science and Technology (COST) as a means to
provide nonpartisan professional scientific and tech-
nological services, divorced from the special interests
of the executive agencies. As the Senator stated at
the time:
The President in requesting authority for these
vast scientific programs undertaken by the Govern-
ment and in formulating a consistent Federal policy
on science has available to him the full advice and
counsel of the scientific community. This is
marshaled for him by his scientific advisers: the
Office of Science and Technology and the President's
Science Advisory Committee. In an orderly and
rational manner the President is enabled to keep a
comprehending eye on scientific and technological
developments, in and out of Government, in and out
of the United States.
The Congress, he pointed out, has no such help:
The Congress has no source of independent
scientific wisdom and advice. Far too often con-
gressional committees for expert advice rely upon
the testimony of the very scientists who have
conceived the program, the very scientists who
• will spend the money if the program is authorized
and appropriated for. Too often scientific advice
is obtained on a catch-as-catch-can basis.
°
Charles R. Wilhide, in an article titled "Has
Congress Lost Control?" presents the position of Senator
Bartlett and the opposing arguments in defense of the
present staff structure as put forth by the Staff
Administrator of the Military Operations Subcommittee
of the Committee on Government Operations of the House,
^Senator E. L. Bartlett, "Congress Needs Help on
Science, Technology," Congressional Record , CIX, No. 125
(August 13, 1963), P. 1.
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Mr. Herbert Roback. Mr. Roback is represented as feeling
that "there must exist an air of faith by the Congress
in the various witnesses and agencies which must present
their budget request s.' Rather than lacking sources of
scientific advice, the subcommittee official believes
that any of the following would be happy to advise and
assist Congress: the Office of Science and Technology,
the National Science Foundation, and the National
Academy of Sciences, the last organization including
within its membership numerous nongovernmental and
presumably unbiased leaders in the various disciplines
of science and technology.
On January 2, 1964, the House Committee on Science
and Astronautics announced an agreement with the National
Academy of Sciences whereby the Academy will assist Con-
gress in obtaining advice on scientific policy issues.
The Academy will serve as an intermediary by recommending
to Congress the most knowledgeable experts in different
areas to serve on advisory panels to Congress.
While the foregoing is not a comprehensive review
of Congressional responsibilities or Congress 1 relation-
ships with the Executive Branch, it serves to identify
Q
Aerospace Management , VI, No. 11 (November, 1963,
38-40.
John W. Finney, "Science Academy to Aid Congress,"
The New York Times , January 3, 1964, p. C-9.
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the scope of issues facing Congress. The first of two
principal areas embraced within this scope is the annual
action of Congress on the Executive requests for money
to finance its scientific and technological activities,
including both research and development and implementa-
tion of programs. This area is well identified, but as
previously noted is not a specific subject of this
inquiry.
The second principal area of Congressional concern-
is the continuing reevaluation of the organizational-
structure and performance of functions and responsibili-
ties of the Executive Branch. Many of the recent
changes in organization found necessary to respond to
science and technology ? as identified in later chapters,
have been influenced directly by Congressional recom-
mendations. For example, the Senate Subcommittee on
National Policy Machinery recommended in 1961 that the
Office of Science and Technology be created, and,
based on this recommendation, the President's Reorganiza-
tion Plan No. 2 of 1962 was proposed and adopted, as has
been noted.
11
U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,
Science Organization and the President' s Office , Staff
Report and Recommendations, 87th Cong.. 1st Sess., June




There is continuing concern in Congress with the
ability of the Executive Branch to unify science and
technology policy and to coordinate various governmental
functions in this sphere. To this end, the formation of
a Department of Science and Technology with Cabinet
status has been under consideration for several years.
Whether or not there is a need for a Department of
Science and Technology remains an unresolved question of
a fundamental nature which affects the entire Federal
scientific and technological structure.
Opposing the proposal are such authorities as Dr.
Jerome B. Weisner, while the President's Scientific Advisor,
in testimony before the House Military Operations Sub-
committee, defended the adequacy of the present
evolutionary growth of the scientific community in
government in response to decisions and needs by stating
that the "plurality of this process is important for
the preservation of the health and vitality of science
itself."-*-2 He believes that an institution's performance
should be evaluated over a period of time for its
effectiveness and changes made in response to "specific
^U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on . .Lionel Security Staffing
and Operations, J/ 5trart,ion ojf JJationjuL ^ecuxitv,
Selected Paper s, 87th Cong., 2d Sess*, Dec. 31, 1962
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1962), p. 7*+.
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and clearly felt needs and problems rather than to
attempt to 'master-mind' the whole process and set up
a radically new organization. ..." Dr. Weisner con-
t inued
:
However, I don't believe that a single Department
of Science with the responsibility for all of the
scientific activities of the Federal Government
would be a workable arrangement because most of the
scientific activities of the individual agencies
are carried out in support of their specific mis-
sions. 3
The amount of responsibility the proposed new
department would have has been one of the matters under
debate. The views range from proposals for a consoli-
dation of a few smaller agencies under its control to
a department which would include all of the scientific
activities of the Federal Government.
The Senate Committee on Government Operations
believes that some action needs to be taken to strengthen
as it
science and technology at the Federal levelArepresents
one of the nation's essential resources. As early as
1958 bills were submitted in the Senate to create a
Department of Science and Technology. Since that time
there have been a number of hearings with voluminous
testimony, ^ and a variety of resultant recommendations
13
Ibid., p. 75*
HJ.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on Reorganization and Inter-
national Organizations, Create a Department of Science
and Technology , Hearings on S. o"76 and S. 58o~7 Both Cong.
,
1st Sess., Part I, April 16-17, 1959 (Washington: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1959) 5 Idem , Hearings on S. 676,




have been made, however, no final Congressional action
has yet been taken.
The most recent proposal calls for the establish-
ment of a Commission on Science and Technology to study
the entire problem as it affects the organization of
the Executive Branch. Hearings were held on these
proposals in 1962 before the Senate Committee, the
legislation was favorably reported to the Senate. '
While action was delayed until the 88th Congress,
similar legislation was passed by the Senate in March
1963. This bill, S. 816, now awaits action by the
House.
Among the objectives of the proposed Commission
on Science and Technology would be to study means to:
1. Reorganize Federal agencies and departments
involved in basic research in science and technology to
insure more effective performance."
2. Elimination of undesirable duplication and
overlapping in this field.
3. Assure the conservation and efficient
utilization of scientific and engineering manpower.
4. Determine the need for establishing a De-
partment of Science and Technology or for reorganizing
15
U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Government
Operations, Establishment of a Commission on Science and
Technology , Senate Report No. IF28 on S. 2771, August 6,






5. If a Department of Science and Technology is
necessary, to determine what functions should be trans-
ferred.
The legislation in its present form calls for a
final report by the Commission to the President and
Congress not later than January 1, 1965. In view of
failure of the House to act as yet, it seems unlikely
that this deadline will be met.
While the foregoing has not been a complete
examination of the issues involved or which have been
brought up in debate over whether or not a Department
of Science and Technology should be established, it
does furnish an outline of an essential element of the
future role of science and technology in government—
a
role which must be decided by Congress insofar as basic
organizational structure is a determinant. It may be
assumed from the discussions conducted to date that
Congress will continue to review and evaluate present
arrangements and performances and, from the instruc-
tions prepared for the proposed Commision on Science
and Technology, the extent to which Congress is prepared
to go in possible changes to existing structure and
!6
U.S. Congress, Senate, S. 8l6, A Bill for the




functions of the Executive Branch with respect to
science and technology can be seen.
In summation, organizational evolution in the
Legislative Branch is under consideration at the same
time Congress is preparing recommendations for changes
in the Executive Branch. The changes wrought by-
science and technology have not been completed, and,
as will appear in later chapters, the changes taking
place and to take place in departments and agencies at
the Federal level will, in turn, influence the future
actions of Congress.
The sources for science and technology advice
and assistance to Congress will also continue to be
refined as experience and familiarity with available
sources grows. The question of the creation of a Con-
gressional Office of Science and Technology has not
been decided; the final decision will depend on the
satisfaction of Congressional requirements from other
sources. Considering the scope of questions having
specific scientific and technological content of an
extremely detailed, complicated, and advanced nature,
it would be most difficult, if not impossible for Con-
gress to provide its own timely in-house support
covering the spectrum. However, it appears that this
capability would be within the capacity of the National
Academy of Sciences to provide when requested. How the
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January, 1964, commitment, on the part of the Academy to
cooperate with Congress in this respect, will serve the
need remains to be seen.
IV. THE DOD, AEC MB NASA
The Department of Defense (DOD) , the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC), and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) occupy dominant posi-
tions in the governmental process in the formulation
of applied scientific objectives and in the financing
of scientific research and development projects and '
programs. They are similarly ascendant in activities
involving science and technology in international
affairs (particularly what might be termed the "hard-
nvare" sciences) ; their scientists occupy correspondingly
influential positions at the policy determining level
and at the scientific level.
All three have complex organizational structures
and interrelationships engaging in scientific activity
and are involved in international affairs of the U.S.
to such an extent each could be the subject of a
separate and exhaustive investigation. They have not
been included among the organizations examined in detail
in this study. However, to compensate for their omission
and to permit placing these three organizations in proper
perspective in this inquiry, a brief identification of
the role of the scientists at the highest level in each

3*
agency is provided. The organizational structures,
programs, or policy interrelationships are alluded to
only when necessary.
Department of Defense
The principal adviser and assistant to the
Secretary of Defense in the field of science and tech-
nology is the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering. Dr. Harold Brown is presently assigned
to the position. As the title of his office indicates,
he is concerned with scientific and technological
research and development engaged in or supported by
the Department. His authority in this regard is both
broad and definitive:
In the course of exercising full staff functions
in his assigned fields, he is authorized to approve,
modify or disapprove programs and projects of the
military departments and other Department of Defense
agencies to eliminate unpromising, or unnecessarily
duplicative programs, and to initiate or support
promising ones for research and development.-*-?
The International Security Affairs section of
the Office of the Secretary Defense is concerned pri-
marily with foreign policy in the Defense Department
organization, but the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering influences all policy in the Department when
17
United States Department of Defense, Brief
of the Organization and Functions , Administrative
Services Division, Office of the Administrative Assist-
ant to the Secretary of Defense, April, 1962, p. 5*
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science and technology considerations are involved.
Dr. Brown is the Defense Department's representative
to the Federal Council for Science and Technology, He
is also a consultant to the President's Science Advisory
Committee. The cross fertilization permitted by his
multiple participation assists the uninterrupted two-
way - communication flow between and among the Defense
departments and agencies and other governmental organiza*
tions on the one hand and the decision making apparatus
at the Presidential level en the other. It may be
parenthetically noted that the Secretary of Defense
takes a firm interest in both science and technology
and international policy matters of major significance.
Atomic Energy Commission
In some respects the entire Atomic Energy Com-
mission might be considered a scientific organization.
Scientists are positioned almost everywhere throughout
the organization at every significant level. They
participate in policy decisions of the AEC by virtue
of occupying one and at times two of the positions on
the five-man governing commission, as well as through
the upward force of heavily weighted scientific and
technological personnel of the staff. Nine scientists
comprise the General Advisory Committee of AEC, The
Chairman of the Commission, Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, is
an outstanding scientist and is a representative on the
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Federal Council for Science and Technology as well as
having membership in the President's Science Advisory
Committee.
The intense pressure of the Commission's
activities on the field of international relations is
too well known to require cataloging here.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA, while one of the latest major additions
to the governmental family, is fast becoming the largest
agency of Government functioning principally in scien-
tific and technological activities, being surpassed in
this respect only by the Department of Defense. It
presently employs the greatest numbers of scientists
and engineers of any governmental agency, and while it
does not have a separate scientific advisory board,
scientists are employed at all significant levels
throughout the organization. James E. Webb, Adminis-
trator of NASA, is a member of the Federal Council for
Science and Technology. NASA has also established
close working relationships with the Space Science
Board of the National Academy of Sciences, as well as
with other agencies having interests and jurisdiction
in matters involving outer space.
The relationships of the DOD, AEC, and NASA to
the overall structural organization of the Executive




Succeeding chapters of this thesis will antici-
pate the proposed work of the Commission on Science
and Technology, to some extent, by examining the present
structural organization of the Executive Branch as it
is designed to cope with the problems posed by science
and technology, particularly as these problems impinge
on international affairs. As an aid to following the
discussion, an extremely simplified organizational chart
providing a minimal sketch of the relationships involved
is provided in Appendix A. It should be noted that in
many cases the relationships are either so intangible
or so complex that it is impossible to reduce them to
the limitations of a formal chart. This lack of rigid
structural relationship has also dictated that the
order of discussion of agencies be selected on a more
or less arbitrary basis.

CHAPTER III
THE PRESIDENT'S SCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Science Advisory Committee within the Office
of Defense Mobilization was re-formed in November, 1957?
as the President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC).
It normally consists of eighteen outstanding private
engineers and scientists, who are appointed for three-
year terms by the President. By custom the President
has appointed one of the members of PSAC to be the
Special Assistant to the President for Science and
Technology as well, and to serve as Chairman of the
Committee,
In functioning in both positions at one time, as
the President's Science Advisor and Chairman of PSAC,
no conflict should arise between the different respon-
sibilities as they are complementary. Dr. Donald F.
Hornig now occupies both positions as well as two
others in the science and technology official family
of the Executive Branch. As the President's Science
Advisor, private communications between him and the
President are not subject to disclosure to Congress, as
U.S., Executive Office of the President, The




has been noted. However, Dr. Hornig is also Director
of the Office of Science and Technology (see Chapter V)
,
a capacity in which he functions v/ithin the administra-
tive structure of the Executive Branch. In this latter
capacity he must be responsive, within limitations, to
Congressional inquiry. This arrangement permits the
President to receive scientific advice and recommenda-
tions through various channels as the requirements of
a particular situation dictate; it also serves to allay
some of the fears which might possibly arise in Congress
should the President's top scientific advisor be com-
pletely insulated from scrutiny by its committees. It
may also be noted that, should they desire, the full
PSAC may report directly to the President rather than
through the Chairman-Science Advisor.
Through this multiplicity of organization, the
dangers of "closed politics" described by C. P. Snow
are greatly reduced. Snow recommended that no one
scientist should have sole responsibility for policy
recommendation, but that a system of checks and balances
should be set up. He further recommended that the com-
2
mittee system be used. Thus, with eighteen scientists
representing all major segments of the scientific com-
munity outside of and v/ithin the government, the
2Charles Percy Snow, Science and Government
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961), pp. 88ff.
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possibility of a fair hearing of various views is
increased.
The functional responsibility of PSAC is des-
cribed briefly by the Executive Office in this manner:
The charter and setting of the Committee gives
it the responsibility to provide answers to ques-
tions raised by the President, to undertake
assignments for him of an advisory kind, to
mobilize the best scientific advice of the coun-
try in behalf of the Federal Government, and to
recommend ways by which United States Science and
Technology can be advanced, especially ways by
which they can be advanced by the Federal Govern-
ment and can best serve the nation's security and
welfare. -3
No operational responsibilities have been
assigned to PSAC. This permits the Committee to deal
with problems in a timely manner as they evolve, or as
requested by the President, and to provide advice or
make recommendations without the encumbrance of precon-
ceptions based on administrative problems.
The PSAC meets approximately two days each month
in the normal routine. Most of the detailed work is
accomplished through assignment of projects to panels.
Both standing and ad hoc panels are used; membership is
comprised of PSAC members and may include outside con-
sultants when the particular subject matter indicates
there is a need. This flexible arrangement permits PSAC





to explore in depth any subject referred to it or which
it considers desirable to bring to the attention of the
President. In addition to serving the President, the
advice of PSAC may be requested by other agencies, de-
partments, and cabinet officials:
The President thus has a mechanism to bring
objective scientific and engineering advice to the
top levels of Government in a. manner that reaches
across all agencies.and departments and yet can
serve each of them.
The views and opinions of PSAC are not normally
made public, nor is the membership of the standing and
ad hoc panels disclosed. A considerable amount of
criticism has been leveled against the Committee
because of this practice by politicians, scientists,
intellectuals, and others. PSAC has been accused of
using secrecy for convenience. Others have claimed
that the secrecy handicaps "fruitful public discussion
of national issues. "^
However, if the President is to have free, full,
and frank expressions of ideas and opinions there is
obvious merit in PSAC conducting its work in the atmos-
phere of personal freedom provided by no publicity. It
has been suggested that this protects the Committee
4Ibid., p. 2.
5Harold Orlans- "What's So Secret about Being a




members from reprisals 5 on the other hand, if the
members are of sufficient eminence it is not probable
they will be worried about this possibility but that
their preservation of privacy is motivated primarily
by considerations of the national interest. As far as
the fruitful public discussion of vital national issues
is concerned, this normally occurs at numerous places
in and out of government, in both the Legislative and
Executive branches, and there seems little more to be
gained from conducting a public debate on a scientific
matter the President is trying to get recommendations
on from PSAC than would be the case if Cabinet meetings
were publicized. For this reason, and because individ-
ual members would be under the necessity of continually
justifying the positions taken to all interested parties,
it seems desirable that their work should remain secret
in nature
—
particularly as considerations vital to
national security are often involved.
From this examination it is apparent that the
President' s Science Advisory Committee plays a vital
role in assisting the President to carry out his res-
ponsibilities in advancing and using science and
technology in the national interest. The maintenance
of the policy of no public knowledge of the membership
of its boards and panels and no public discussion of
their discussions, actions, and recommendations appears,
on balance, to be desirable.

CHAPTER IV
THE FEDERAL COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
The Federal Council for Science and Technology
(FCST) was established in Inarch, 1959 5 pursuant to
Executive Order 10807." At that time the Interagency
Committee on Scientific Research and Development was
disestablished. This reorganization followed a re-
commendation of the President's Science Advisory
Committee, as set forth in the Committee's report on
2
"Strengthening American Science" of December 27, 1958.
Council membership is comprised of the Director,
Office of Science and Technology, who is designated
Chairman, and representatives from eight major depart-
ments and agencies of the Government with important
interests in scientific and technological developments.
The departments and agencies represented are listed
below, with titles and names of their representatives
on the Council as of May, 1963
•
Department of Agriculture- -Jr. W. Cochrane, Director,
Agricultural Economics
Department of Commerce--Dr . J» H. Hollomon, Assistant
Secretary for Science and Technology
lnFederal Council for Science and Technology,
Title 3 - The President, Executive Order 10807," dated
March 13, 1959? U.S. Federal Register , March 17, 1959.
U.S. Executive Office of the President, Federal






Departaent of Defense—Dr. H. Brown, Director of Re-
search and Engineering
Department of Health, Education and Welfare—Mr. B.
Jones, Special Assistant to the Secretary for
Health and Medical Affairs
Department of the Interior—Dr. J. Calhoun, Science
Adviser to the Secretary
Atomic Energy Commission—Dr. G. T. Seaborg, Chairman
National Science Foundation-~Dr. A. T. Waterman, Director
National Aeronautics and Space Administration—Mr. J. E.
Webb, Administrator
In addition to the eight members of the Council,
there are three permanent official observers. With the
agencies they represent, these are:
Department of State—Dr. R. Rollefson, Director, Office
of International Scientific Affairs
Bureau of the Budget—Mr. Elmer B. Staats, Deputy
Director
Federal Aviation Agency—Mr. N. E. Halaby, Administrator
Both members of and observers to the FCST are
required to be appointed from the policy making levels
of their respective departments and agencies. The Execu-
tive Director of the Council is Dr. Edward Wenk, Jr.,
Technical Assistant, Office of Science and Technology.
It will be noted that this appointment provides direct
liaison with the Executive Offices as distinguished from
the separate agencies and departments represented on the
Council by members or observers.
As set forth in Executive Order 10807, the functions
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of the Council are to consider problems and develop-
ments in the fields of science and technology and related
activities affecting more than one Federal agency or
concerning the over-all advancement of the Nation'
s
science and technology, and to recommend policies and
measures to:
a. Provide more effective planning and adminis-
tration of Federal scientific and technological
programs;
b. Identify research needs including areas of
research requiring additional emphasis;
c. Achieve more effective utilization of the
scientific and technological resources and facili-
ties of Federal agencies including the elimination
of unnecessary duplication;
d. Further international cooperation in science
and technology.
3
The Council is further charged to consider and recom-
mend measures for the effective implementation of
Federal policies concerning the administration and
conduct of Federal programs in science and technology
and to perform other related duties as may be assigned,
4
consonant with law, by the President.
That the Council has broad responsibilities is
indicated in the above description and is confirmed in
an information sheet issued by the Executive Office of
the President:





. . . The Federal Council responsibility cuts
across all disciplines and all agencies to deal
with both science chnolcgy to make sure that
these programs develc so as to be coherent, con-
sistent and coordinated: and neither a plurality
of fragmented programs, nor merely a superimposition
of individual activities.^
Studies and recommendations under the auspices of
the Federal Council for Science and Technology are for-
mulated by permanent and _ad hoc committees and panels
of scientist-administrators within the Government. The
work of these groups is broadly grouped into three
areas:
a. Preparation of national programs in substan-
tive fields with coordinated planning (1) to assess
the needs and opportunities of science, (2) to
consider individual agency mission and roles, and
(3) to formulate Government-wide programs and
budgets, annually and on a long-term basis. Re-
commendations are made to the Federal Council
regarding both the nature and level of programs.
Upon endorsement, these programs serve as guide-
' lines for budget submissions by participating
agencies and as criteria for review by the Bureau
of the Budget.
b. Problems in the management and administration
of Federal programs, including consideration of man-
power, facilities and capital requirements, projected
needs and effective utilization of scientific
resources, and control over quality.
c. Government-wide policies in science and
technology' including the intor-relationship between
Federal aiiu non-Federal activities, and international
scientific programs.
^
OJ.S. , Executive Office of the President, Federal
Council for Scienee and Technology (Washington: informa-
tion sheet, June 1, 1962"). p. 1.
Ibid ., pp. 2-3.
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The agencies participating in the committees and
panels provide the staffing needed to support them. The
permanent committees of the Council are:
Standing Committee
International Committee
Interagency Committee on Oceanography
Interdepartmental Committee on Atmospheric
Sciences
Coordinating Committee for Material Research and
Development
Technical Committee on High Energy Physics
Committee on Long Range Planning
Committee on Natural Resources
Subcommittee on Water Resources Research
Committee on Science Information
Although FCST has been highly selective in choos-
ing the topics it develops, many national security and
foreign policies have been involved in the matters on
the agenda, either directly or indirectly. To illustrate
the scope involved, two committees, the International
Committee and the Committee on Long Range Planning,
will be examined briefly.
The International Committee . The International
Committee was formed in September, 1959? following a
recommendation by the Science and Foreign Affairs Panel
of the President's Science Advisory Committee. It is

4-8
concerned with participation in and support of inter-
national scientific activities of the Federal
Government, to assure compatibility with foreign
policy. Specifically:
1. More effective planning and administration
of international Federal programs and activities
in science and technology, with emphasis on re-
search contracting, exchange-of-persons and
information exchange ;rams. Included are: (a)
surveys of current and planned international
programs and policies of Federal and non-Federal
agencies, (b) consideration of the effects of
international policies and programs of the U.S.
and foreign countries on domestic scientific pro-
grams and institutions, (c) consideration of
multilateral planning among U.S. and foreign,
Federal and non-Federal organizations where appro-
priate, and (d) study of the longer range program
projections of Federal agencies and their relation
to the long-range programs of non-Federal agencies.
2. The exploration of new opportunities for
furthering international scientific cooperation and
for lending support for international scientific
programs
.
3. The review of U.S. Government participation
in science programs of international organizations
and recommendation of policies to enhance U.S.
participation where appropriate.'
The studies of the operational guidelines
developed for foreign scientific activities by Federal
agencies are being used by the several agencies and
departments to evaluate their individual programs. The
following specific topics have been studied by the
Committee:








b. Support of Research in Foreign Countries by
U.S. agencies.
c. U.S. participation in international scien-
tific and technical organizations and meetings.
d. The image of U.S. Science Abroad.
e. Technological Potential pnd Capacity as a
Factor in Technical Assistance.
Committee on Long Range Planning . In 1962, FCST
formed its Committee on Long Range Planning to cope with
increasing department and agency competition for limited
resources resulting from expanding national programs in
science and technology. This Committee is concerned
with:
a. Identification and coordination of long-
range Federal goals in science and technology.
b. Projection of an inventory of resources
—
manpower and facilities.
c. Projection of ire ids for resources
and funding.
d. Government -wide program planning to minimize
gaps and redundancies., and to achieve maximum
utilization of resources.
e. Formulation of recommendations for program
emphasis and allocation of resources.
f
.
Functioning as a clearing house of informa-
tion on planning techniques, to aid departments
and agencies in formulating their individual plans
and programs, and to develop methodology for long
range Government-wide planning.
The Committee will look to the new Office of
Science a Resources Planning of the National





on which to base policy recommendations.^
It is apparent that a formula has been provided under
which little would be left to chance were the Committee
to fulfill all the functions delegated to it effectively,
and were its recommendations and projections adhered to.
The full effect of its operations has yet to be felt.
While the FCST is an inter-agency coordinating
body without administrative authority to resolve con-
flicts should they arise between or among departments
or agencies, the Chairman, who is also the Director of
the Office of Science and Technology, Special Assistant
to the President for Science and Technology, and Chair-
man of the Presidents Science Advisory Committee,
occupies a position which enables him to bring matters
to the attention of the President for resolution if
agreement cannot be achieved otherwise. Dr. VTeish^r,
who iSien occupied all four of these positions, in testi-
mony before the Military Operations Subcommittee of the
House Committee on Government Operations on July 31
j
1962, was careful to point out that the emerging science
and technology structure within or advisory to the
President and the Executive Offices does not impinge
on the statutory missions and roles of other agencies
and departments:
Q_
ibid ., p. 7.
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Neither OST nor FCST are interleaved between the
President and his depj : mt and agency heads. Nor
may these bodies interrupt the linkage of authority
and responsibility that these officials have in
carrying out their statutory missions and ro?-e
—
which authority converges at the Presidency.10
While this interpretation might seem to leave
FCST in a rather anomalous position, its function is
essentially staff rather than line in the ordinary
sense. It is felt that the more sharply various issues
are brought into focus in FCST. the more important will
be the contribution it makes to the decision making pro-
cess in the Executive Branch. As the role of the
Government in science and technology increases in scope
and extent, the importance of FCST as an inter-agency
coordinating committee will also increase.
U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on National Security Staffing
and Operations, Administration of National Security,
Selected Papers , 87th Cong. 2d Sess., Dec. 31, 1962





THE OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
The Office of Science and Technology (OST) is
the latest modification of the Government's Executive
Branch structure concerned with science and technology.
While, like the President's Scientific Advisory Commit-
tee and the Federal Council for Science and Technology,
it has a basic advisory function, its responsibilities
incorporate a far greater share of administrative
elements within the Executive Offices and in the
relationships between the Executive Offices and the
several departments and agencies. It also marks the
strongest effort which has thus far been made to
organize and formalize a structure and charge it with
responsibility for authoritative coordination of
science and technology policy and programs at the
national administrative level. This objective was
achieved by bringing OST into the Executive Office of
the President, and by transferring to it certain func-
tions formerly under other agencies, notably the National
Science Foundation.
HCT.S., Executive Office of the President, Office
of Science and Technology, Statement of Purposes and





In the Presidential message to Congress, dated
March 29, 1962, forwarding Reorganization Plan No. 2
of 1962 which proposed the :nt of OST, Presi-
dent Kennedy stated:
The new arrange;.-;. Incorporated in Part I
proposing OST of th reorg; ,ization plan will
constitute an important development in executive
branch organization for science and technology.
Under those arrangements the President will have
permanent staff resources capable of advising and
assisting him on matters of national policy af-
fected by or pertain: o science and technology.
Considering the rapid wth and far-reaching
scope of Federal activities in science and tech-
nology, it is imperative that the President have
adequate staff support in developing policies and
evaluating programs in order to assure that science
and technology are used most effectively in the p
interests of national security and general welfare.-
The expected benefits of creation of the new
Office were further amplified by Dr. Alan T. Waterman,
Director of the National Science Foundation, in testi-
mony before the House Committee on Government Operations
in hearings on the proposed Office of Science and
Technology held in April. 1962:
In principle, the functions of this office seem
in the light of my experience to contain provision
for solution of the most pressing problem which
has faced the executive branch with increasing
emphasis, namely, an assignment of the respon-
sibility within the Executive Office of the
President to an organization with its own budget
2
U.S. Congress, House, Message from the President
of the United States, Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1962.
Providing
;
for Certain Reor ^gniza tions in the Field of
Science and Technology, House Doc. No. 372, Liarch 29,




and accessible to the Congress, which can under-
take consideration of ad far-reaching
programs and major issues arising in Government
concerned with science and technology as affected
by and affecting national and international
policies, including the overall national security
and welfare.
With inputs from the President's Science
Advisory Committee, the Federal Council for
Science and Technology, the National Science
Foundation, and individual agencies as approp-
riate, this office through its Director should
prove to be of great value in providing advice
to the President.
3
In view of the evident strong need, Reorganization
Plan No. 2 was permitted to go into effect without
disapproving action by Congress.
The head of OST is the Director, who is appoint-
ed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate. The law makes similar provision for the
appointment of a Deputy Director. As we have seen,
Dr. Jerome B. Weisner was appointed to assume the
additional responsibility of Director of OST when the
Office was formally established on June 8, 1962. Upon
appointment he continued to serve as Special Assistant
to the President for Science and Technology, Chairman
of the President's Science Advisory Committee, and
Chairman of the Federal Council for Science and Tech-
nology. Dr. Weisner, and now Dr. Hornig, in wearing
^U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on Executive and Legislative
Reorganization, Reorgan iza t ion Plan No. 2 of 1?62,
Hearings, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., April 17, 1962 (Wash-





these four hats, has become the apex of the science
and technology pyramid in the Federal Government.
The message forwarding the proposal for the
establishment of OST to Congress identified the res-
ponsibility of the Director as being to advise and
assist the President. This advice and assistance was
to be rendered on the following matters:
1. Major policies, plans, and programs of
science and technology of the various agencies
of the Federal Government, giving appropriate
emphasis to the relationship of science to
national security and foreign policy, and mea-
sures for furthering science and technology in
the Nation.
2. Assessment of selected scientific and
technical developments and programs in relation
to their impact on national policies.
3. Review, integration, and coordination of
major Federal activities in science and tech-
nology, giving due consideration to the effects
of such activities on non-Federal resources and
institutions.
4. Assuring that good and close relations
exist with the Nation's scientific and engineer-
ing communities so as to further in every
appropriate v/ay their participation in strengthen-
ing science and technology in the United States
and the free world.
5. Such other matters consonant with law as
may be assigned by 'resident to the Office.
To assist and support the Director in carrying
out these responsibilities, OST has a full-time staff
of approximately thirty-five, housed in the White
"House Committee on Government Operations, Re-




House Executive Offices. This staff is augmented by
approximately 3°0 expert consultants from the various
fields of science and engineering. Upon request, these
consultants contribute scientific and technical informa-
tion, judgments, and evaluations concerning questions
under consideration. The President's Science Advisory
Committee, the Federal Council for Science and Tech-
nology, and the appropriate Federal departments and
agencies normally contribute to he identification of
issues involved and make recommendations concerning
policy choices. The National Academy of Sciences-
National Research Council (Chapter VII) provides the
vehicle through which private scientists and engineers
voice ideas and contribute knowledge and advice con-
cerning the subject matter or issue under advisement
by the Director.
Since its establishment, in addition to the
Director's providing specific advice and recommendations
to the President, OST has conducted selected reviews on
a number of problems which are multi-agency in scope
for policy coordination purposes. It has also advised
the Director of the Bureau of the 3udget on important
scientific and technological matters. In general, OST
has concentrated on matters having unusual national
security, fiscal, international, and scientific signi-
ficance.-5
'Executive Office of the President, Office of
Science and Technology. . . . loc. cit.
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It has engaged in review, assessment, coordina-
tion and initiation in the fol3 z areas:
1. In major national security programs-
emphasis has been placed on examination of the tech-
nical aspects of national security. This has included
major weapons systems, civil defense, command and
control, and arms control and disarmament. In space
programs, space science and space vehicle technology
problems and opportunities have also been taken under
consideration.
2. In selected problem areas of national
significance—here OST has provided technical back-
up, evaluation, coordination, staff and consultant
work. The following specific subjects have been
brought within its purview in this category: the
White House Conference on Narcotics; effects of pest-
icides; radiation monitoring and assessment,
strengthening research and development in industry
directed at civilian ends and meeting foreign competi-
tion; manpower needs at graduate levels in engineering,
mathematics, and the physical sciences; improved
capabilities for handling scientific and technical in-
formation; and coordinating responsibility for an
interdepartmental study of "the development and utiliza<
tion of the Nation's total energy resources, to aid in




3. International scientific programs in the
atmospheric sciences, oceanography, and hydrology have
been taken under advisement by GST. Assistance to
underdeveloped nations, from a scientific and tech-
nological view, and support for overseas research have
been studied and assessed by the Office. Specific
issues examined have included foot and mouth disease
in Argentine cattle and -ing and salinity of
farm lands in West Pakistan.
4. New opportunities for the application of
science and technology in the public interest have
been examined; work has been done as well on problem
areas in Federal research and development programs.
5. OST has engaged in Federal agency program
coordination in oceanography, atmospheric sciences,
and natural resources.
6. Responsibility has been assumed for general
program administration review of research and develop-
ment procedures by Federal agencies. This includes
university research and agency grant and contract
procedures. An inter-agency study has been initiated
to assess "future requirements for funds, manpower,
and facilities; in order to formulate criteria for





effort among the various agencies."' In conjunction
with the Bureau of the Budget, the Civil Service Com-
mission, and the Federal Council for Science and
Technology, OST has also worked on salary and fiscal
matters in contracting for research and development.
The scope of the early period of operation of
the Office of Science and Technology indicates that,
even though selective in its projects, it has covered
many programs of vital importance located throughout
the entire spectrum of Federal Government activity in
science and technology. The legal authority for much
of this penetration by OST into agency activity over-
sight derives from the transfer of functions from the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and delineated in
Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1962. This Plan stated,
in part, that
So much of the functions conferred upon the
Foundation by the provisions of section 3 Ca)
(1) of the National Science Foundation Act of
1950 (42 U.S.C. 1862 (a) (1) as will enable the
Director to advise and assist the President in
achieving coordinated Federal policies for the
promotion of basic research and education in the
sciences. . . .0




House, Message from the President, Reorganiza -
tion Plan No. 2 of 1962 , p. 4.
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function of NSF, "To develop and encourage the pursuit
of a national policy for the promotion of basic re-
search and education in the sciences. "° By making
only a partial transfer, the Reorganization Plan left
statutory responsibility for the development of
national policy to promote and support basic research
and education in the sciences with the National Science
Foundation. Dr. Waterman, in his previously cited
testimony before the House Committee on Government
Operations, made clear the manner in which the separa-
tion in responsibility between OST and NSF was to be
identifiable:
The mission of the Foundation is simply to
encourage and promote b iearch and education
in the sciences throuj b country in the
national interest. Foundation has had and
should continue to have responsibility for the
development and recommendation of national
policy with respect to basic research in science.
There has been some misunderstanding of this
point.
In the first place , one must distinguish be-
tween policy for encoura b, and support of
the progress of science itself, i.e., in the
applications of science, as exemplified by
;ineering development. This latter area is
where the large amounts of money and effort are
committed roughly as much as in the basic research
area; here the primary responsibility should lie
with the department or agency which deals with
that branch of the technology. 1^
'Public Law 507, 8lst Cong., 2d Sess., National
Science Foundation Act of 1252, May 10, 1950, p. 1.
House Committee on Government Operations, Re-
organization Plan No . 2 of 1962 , Hearings, p. 26.
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It is in this latter sphere that OST operates.
Basic research and education coordination by
the National Science Foundation was, as Dr. Waterman'
indicated, only a part of the total problem faced by
the Government in the science and technology sphere
—
the bigger problem being that which he identified as
the applications of science. While the primary
responsibility in this sphere "should lie with the
department or agency which deals with that branch of
the technology," there was, and is, an obvious need
for coordination between departments and agencies to
insure economy of effort and funds. This was the
function assigned to the Director, OST, in the applica-
tions of science area.
The second function transferred to the Office
of Science and Technology from the National Science
Foundation was the evaluation of scientific research
programs undertaken by agencies of the Federal Govern-
ment. Dr. Waterman had further stated that research
programs were evaluated by fields of science rather
than by agencies, unless NSF was requested to do so
by an agency. As indicated in the hearing testimony
on Reorganization Plan No. 2, the assignment of the
functions involved to the D: or, OST, was needed
to coordinate policies and evaluate programs at the
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scutive Office level, I] actions which have
been assigned to OS 1:: ithi i broad limits, subject
to interpretation by the Administration, so that the
Director may id his inquiry concerning any science
policy situation according to 1 ishes of the
President.
The next two ch deal with two agen-
cies which, while serving purposes somewhat similar to
those of the Presidents Science Advisory Committee,
the Federal Council for Science and Technology, and
the Office of Science end Technology, have somewhat
different characteristics. Neither is situated, organ-
izationally, at the Executive Office level. One, the
National Science Foundation, is an a""~gency of the
Federal Government with c; ;ional as well as advisory
and coordinativc functions. The other, the National
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, is a
non-governmental, or quasi-governmental organization,
although established through G i ment action and in-
extricably associated with Government in the fields of
science and technology, Doth ray be said to be fore-
runners of the group of - Office agencj
discussed in the prece^ chapters.
11
Ibid




Although man ? s hopes of resolving ideological and
political differences seem to meet frustration at
every turn, international cooperation in science
is not only a reality but is constantly growing.
Increasingly, the National Science Foundation is
being called upon to lead United States partici-
pation in this growing worldwide effort to
decipher nature's cryptogram.-*-
As international cooperation in scientific
research increases, the United States must participate
in a manner commensurate with its role as a world leader,
politically, economically, and scientifically. As indi-
cated in the quotation above, the National Science
Foundation (NSF) is playing an increasingly active role
in executing the Nation's official efforts in this direc-
tion. The examination which follows is an effort to
identify the role played by NSF, stressing the policy
process rather than a development of the individual
programs engaged in by the Foundation. In the words of
the agency 1 s Director, forwarding the NSF annual report
for fiscal year 1962:
International cooperation is a time-honored
tradition of science, and certainly there has never
;4j.S., National Science Foundation, Twelfth
ual Kcport for the F: 1 Year Ended June 30, 1962
'.
.shington: Governm< ting Office, I963T7 P» 14-5.
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been a time : .ich si cooperation could be
more fruitfully brov. ; ar on the probl^ .
of science. . . c 2
While promotion o ;ional cooperation in
scientific research wa: long the primary purposes
for the establishment of .tivity has become
one of its most impo: :. cone ±he National
Science Foundation was est on i.Iay 10, 1950? hy
Public Lav: J?07-8lst Congr to strengthen basic
research and education in the sci ;• The law also
created the National Science Board, within the organ-
izational structure of NSF, and charged the Board with
the responsibility of gov, g the Foundation. This
Board is composed of twenty-four eminent scientists
and engineers appointed from the civilian community 9 by
and with the advice and consent of the United States
Senate. The Board members are chosen to provide repre-
sentation from various geographic areas of the country
and, so far as possible, to represent the full spectrum
of science and engineering disciplines. It is apparent
that this form of government for the Foundation sets it
ap. : the usual Government agency.
The National Science Board determines the pol-
icies which are implemented in performance of the






policies are, in turn, executed by an Executive Com-
mittee, comprised of four members elected by the Board
from among its members, and a fifth, the Director of
the Foundation, who is ex officio Chairman of t;
Committee. The Director is appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate.
I^SF was originally charged with the responsibil-
ity to develop a national policy which would strengthen
promotion of basic research and education in the sciences,
and to administer that policy in certain areas. It was
also to perform other functions such as the evaluation
of scientific research programs undertaken by agencies
of the Federal Government, The responsibility to develop
a national policy for the promotion of basic research
and education in the sciences was redefined by Executive
Order 1080 7 of March 13, 1959* as has been, noted in the
discussion of the Office of Science and Technology, The
function of evaluating scientific research programs
within the Government was transferred to the Director,
OST, by the Executive Oi . Thr.s responsibility, as Dr.
Alan T. Waterman* Dir lad indicated,, was
one the Foundation hesitated to pursue in an objective
manner because of the nature of inter-agency relation-
ships.
3
3Alan T, Wate 1 Science Foundation:




This type of readjustment, examination, and re-
definition of functions and responsibilities is symbolic
of the evolving nature of the role of science and tech-
nology in Federal Gov e manner in v/hich it
is becoming institutionalized,
NSF, although an operating agency, continues to
contribute to the policy process in a number of ways.
The National Science Bo; bly influences national
and Foundation policies recommendations it
makes to the Director, v Dugh him to the
Federal Council on Scie nology by virtue of
his membership on that body. The Foundation, by estab-
lishing the modus operandi and idi with the non-
governmental basic scienc ch community, gives
direction and guidance by example which other Federal
departments and agencies can follow in conducting or
directing research and development in the private
sector. Information submitted by the Office of Science
Resources Planning of NSF also serves to provide one
basis for plans developed by the Long Range Planning
Committee of FCST. As scientific resources are made
scarce by demand, this information becomes a critical
factor. With an annual ;et of approximately one-
half billion dollars, the NSF, through loans and grants,
is not only able to strengthen education and basic
research in support of national security, but it is
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so able to direct scientific attention into disci-
plines and activities it is most needed.
The money spent on basic research by the Federal
Government has continued to increase yearly, expendi-
tures having grov/n from $1.2 billion in 1950 to $12.3
billion in 1963» Totals for 1964 and succeeding years
promise to exceed the latter figure by several billions
of dollars o As basic research has increased, facilities
and manpower, particularly graduate scientists, have
been in greater and greater demand. As a corollary to
this, the money spent has made the responsibility of NSF
in the evaluation of basic research programs more vital.
As a consequence, its influence on the shaping of
national policy in this area has continued to expand.
While this cycle must reach limits as the scientific
and technical facilities- manpower, and other resources
become more critical in s 1 -, the evaluative respon-
sibility of the Founc .so become more
critical. The factual information supplied by NSF to
the Office of Science and Technology will be the basis
for its recommendations e lg resource allocation
according to the pric stem of policy objectives
ich may emerge from interaction among the agencies
and interests discussed this thesis,
iese basically domestic :onsibilities of NSF
have in recent years been considerably augmented by
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participation in m g international science
•lications and for.;. licy connotations. Within
the Foundation and v ociate Director for
Educational and Inte vities is the Office
of International Sci Activities. Research, science
education
5 exchange of science information, travel, and
international conferences end symposia are among the
international science act .es which are supported
and participated in by this Office to strengthen the
scientific position of the United States and keep it in
the forefront of tl .onal scientific effort. 4"
The National Science Foundation also contributes
to U.S. scientific participation in the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
orth Atlantic Treaty Organization, and the Organ-
ization of American States, among other international
organizations*
NSF first became involved as the managing and
administrative authority for international science activ-
ities of the United States through its participation in
the International Geophysical Year (IGY) program in
1957-53o This participation involved relationships
''•U.S. , National Science Foundation, National
ence Foundati on, NSF 62-63 (Washington: Government
-nting Office, 1962), p. 25.
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ng governmental and nor 1 organizations at
both the nati 1 and the international level. The
National Academy of So; ational Research Council
(NAS-NRC) requested NSF to coordinate the Government's
efforts in IGY, which had been organized by the Inter-
im
national Council of Scientific Unions,
Coinciding with the generally expanding role and
accelerating pace of science activities elsewhere in
Government, IGY marked the beginning of a growing number,
of international science research programs managed and
administered by NSF. In addition to assuming the admin-
istrative responsibility, NSF has also contributed to
the scientific content of these programs. Among the
coordinated international efforts in which NSF has played
the leading role for the U.S. have been the Unites States
Antarctic Research Program, the International Indian
Ocean Expedition, the I- .ational Quiet Year of the
Sun, and the United States-Japan Committee on Scientific
Cooperation.
The last-named of these projects is singularly
significant because it - Le beginning of a new
type of € :ded
s
fo: laterial scientific-
international relations effort. This program, under-
taken by the United St. nraittce on Scientific
Cooperation, grew out of talks . m President Kennedy






and Prime Minister I] i in June, 1961. As
developed to date, t rogram includes:
1. Exchange of scholars
2. E: of more sc .".c information and
.terials
3. The scientific investigation of the Pacific
Ocean
4. The study of 1 and plant geography and
ecology Pacific Ocean
5» Cancer research
The Department of £ ing through its
Director of International Affairs, has spon-
sored the U.S. 1 . oings of the
Committee; however, the :.ons of the National
Academy of Sciences and I.'SF have provided the basis for




requested, by the De] t of State in this case, to
be the responsible U.S. Gov real authority for the
coordination and support of the program.
In all of these and other international scien-
tific activity programs, there is to be found a mixture
of foreign policy, international politics, and more
"U.S., Department of State, "U.S. and Japan Co-
operate in Scientific Ve 5Sj News Letter , No. 23,




specifically scientific considerations • No one indi-
vidual United St at 03 scientific policy determines our
objectives in partic: .on or governs the administra-
tion of the U.S. effort. The science subject matter of
the program or project., the viewpoints of the agencies
and departments participating, and the interests and
.itudes of the foreign countries involved all
influence the policy position of this country in any
specific case
The participation of the National Science
Foundation in international scientific activities,
centered around research and education but expanding
into areas involving lology and administration as
we have seen, will continue to nd at a rate par-
allel to the increase in U.S. Government involvement in
these activities in If the growth rate con-
tinues to accelerate j , has in the past few years,
the role of NSF will become much greater in
extent and in importance. A discussion of the in-houso
support provided by NSF to the international science
activities has not been emphasized in this review, but
it should be pointed out for the sake of fuller under-
standing that support will become of
increasing . s U.S. international sci-
entific position,, hat the Fov ion
scientific staff must b I or that it must depend
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on other agencies or the :tor for provision of
personnel. In cither c "lamination of the
organizational struct bionships involved
may be required*
NSF has obvious j .U.S. science policy,
ich in turn has numerc ioints of contact with
foreign policy, in many ;ys and in varying
degrees. Through 1 rants to universities and
the conduct of internatj sntific programs, the
Foundation determines operational policies. The recom-
mendations of the Director to the President and the
President's Scientific Advisory Committee, and the
Director's membership on FCST, are all avenues for NSF
participation in the formulation of U.S. policies in
science and technology. Specific policy recommendations
3 solicited from the Foundation by the various depart-
ments and agencies as well, when they are engaged in
programs or projects in basic science research and/or
education.
A recurring theme, noted el are in this study,
is that a general growth in the authority and responsi-
bility of the sections of the departments and icies
concerned with science technology appears inevitable.
This development s to be omized in NSF end is
phasized by its growing responsibilities in interna-




NATIO] : OF SCIENCES -
::. I :cil
The National Academy of Sciences-National Research
Council is, officially, a nongovernmental mechanism func-
tioning at the national level. Her/ever, its influence
on the formulation and ation of scientific
policies of the United St; Government is of primary
importance and an exami. .on of this nature would be
incomplete without c. is of its place in the schema.
The development of the full tt of its influence and
the growth of its participation in international scien-
tific affairs is beyond the . cope of the presentation
in this thesis, and, of itself, could well provide
sufficient material for another study in greater depth. .
at is attempted here is a brief description of the
pertinent parts of the organizational structure of NAS-
NRC, coupled with an examination of several of the more
important facets of the : -onship of the organization
;h Goverr hich are not identified in other parts
of the study.
The National Academy of Sciences was established
and incorporated on ! 3- I863. a private, non-
profit organization by an Act of Congress, approved and
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signed by President Lincoln. Its elected membership of
over 600 scientists and engineers is chosen by the
abers the .ves "in re ;n of distinguished
1
contributions to scientific end technological research. 11
Its relationship to the Federal Government is summarized
by the requirement that !l . . . whenever called upon by
any department of the Government [it shall] investigate
c::amine, experiment, and report upon any subject of
science or art. . . ." The Academy's stated purpose is
"the furtherance of science and its use for the general
2
Ifare."
In 19165 President V/ilson requested that a National
Research Council be created and incorporated into the
Academy to "encourage a broader participation by American
scientists and engineers in the Academy 1 s service to the
nation. "3 Temporarily established in that year, the
Council was made permanent in 19 18. The duties of the
NRC were reidentified in 1956 by President Eisenhower
as including:
1. To stimulate scientific research to increase
knowledge, strengthen na - . 'ense, and promote
public welfare.
^National Academy of Sciences-National Research






2 To survey sc possibilities, formulate
research, and develop of izing scientific and
technical resources.
3. To promote : jration to concen-
trate effort, minimi;:. ication, and stimulate progress.
4. Bring American and foreign investors into
cooperation with scientific and technical services of
the Government.
5. Direct attention to military and industrial
problems concerned with ional defense and to aid in
their solution.
6. Gather and collate scientific and technical
information and make it available to duly accredited
persons.^1*
The Research Council has a membership of approx-
imately 300, who r sent private and governmental
organizations and scientific and technical so^ cs.
Although the combined membership of the Academy
and its Research Council number fewer than 1000,
several thousand scientist. Bngineers through-
cut the nation, and abroad, participate
in the activiti .1 organization,
hich has come to b he National Academy
of Sciences-Nationa! Council. The members
of the Academy, 1 responsibility under
the A f Incc in effect the trus-
tees of the organization; t smbers of the
Research Council anting the broad scientific
and engineering coi ity, through their advice
uidance contri ffectiveness of




objectives. 's of ;cientific direction
id of execir sred at bimonthly
stings of a Gov . ich is composed
of the eleven e of the Council of the
Acad id eight :n CI n of the Research
Council,
5
NAS-HRC responds to requests from within the
"
Executive Branch of Government and also reports to
Congress. i>he range of requests and responses may be
almost unlimited, "... since its membership embraces
all the natural sciences, the Academy-Research Council
enjoys a unique opportunity to organize broad attacks
on problems of national i _st that may benefit from
the attention of investi: s in several fields of
study. {,VJ These requests may take varied forms. For
example 3 the Commerce Department recently asked NAS to
nominate eligible qualified persons to be considered for
the Directorship of the Weather Bureau. All departments
and agencies have access to NAS-NRCj and lines of com-




Committee, the Federal Council on Science and Technology,
and other agencies with international scientific
responsibilities, such as the National Science Founda-
tion are considered excellent.






individual disc:". :s of the physical sciences or in
cutting across t) scip ines. Dr. Jerome B.
or, then head of the s ..heicn in the
scutive Office, poir sstimony before a
Congressional committee 3 the Federal
Cover. : of new avenues o: ;earch and that such
presentation of a good scientific prospectus from a
balanced perspective permit* i choice by the Government
as to which programs will be supported and in what manner.
Dr. Weisner also noted S is sometimes able to serve
the Gove: it as a pri . .. .tion in roles a Fed-
eral agency could not ively or effec-
tively, citing as an examp y of biological
effects of atomic radial
People sometimes ha . that the Govern-
ment wasn't being as c it should be about
this problem. We h National
Academy of Sciences s ent group to
ing in the best s< could find in the
field and study the pr scciated with atomic
radiation, and re-: . hout regard for
the Federal concern.'/
Another expression c ble role played by
NAS-NRC .ates from the ional Science Foundation:
Nor could the Fov . l's responsibilities in
these vast scientific explorations have been dis-
charged effectively >ut the constant and full
7u.S., Coni tee on Government
Operations, Subcommitte itional Security Staffing





, Dec. 31, 1962
ashington: Government Pri. . Office, 1962), p. 72.
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bodied support and encouragement extended at every
turn by the officers and scientists associated with
the National Academy of Sciences-National Research
Council who, in very substantial measure, have pro-
vided sound counsel and leadership for this Nation's
effort in international scientific cooperation.
To enable the NAS-KRC to execute its responsibil-
ities in the outstanding manner indicated in the above
quotation, as in others, permanent Boards, Institutes,
Committees, Subcommittees, Panels, and jad hoc groups for
special projects have been established. The Office of
the Foreign Secretary, the Office of Scientific Personnel,
and the Office of Documentation are the three offices
within the agency whose functional responsibilities are
of particular relevance, cutting across all of the dis-
ciplines. The functions of the Office of the Foreign
Secretary are discussed below as having special perti-
nence to this study.
The guidelines established for the Office of the
Foreign Secretary are:
1. Strengthen scientific ties between the U.S.
and free nations.
2. Responsibility for participation in the
activities of international scientific unions and
scientific programs of other international bodies.
3. When requested study specific international
collaborative scientific programs and make recommen-
dations to the Government as to how best implement
them.
4. "By virtue of the flexibility of the Academy
°U.S., National Science Foundation, Twelfth Annual
Report for the Fiscal Year Ended June ^0 , 1962 (Washing-
ton: Government Printing Office, 1963) , p. 154
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derived from its non-governmental status and its role
as adviser to the Government on scientific and tech-
nological matters, it can and should play a major role
in the development of science in the presently under-
developed areas of the world."
5. Play a continuing role in operating and broad-
ening the East-V.'est program of scientific exchange.
9
The administrative mechanism through v/hich these
guidelines are transferred to operational action is illus--
trated in the chart on page 80 and discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The Executive Secretary to the Foreign Secretary
maintains working relations with departments and agencies
of the Government and with foreign institutions. The
Special Assistant maintains liaison with the Washington
Diplomatic Corps and with the scientific officers attached
to foreign embassies in particular. He also coordinates
all international programs conducted elsewhere in NAS-NRC.
Program policy is decided by the Office of the
Foreign Secretary's Policy Council. The chairmen of the
six committees and boards discussed below make up the
Council. In addition to these six sections, now under
the supervision of the Foreign Secretary, two others are
scheduled to be formed in the near future. The following
is a brief description of each present group and of the
extent of the section's activities.
'Harrison Brown, Office of the Foreign Secretary,
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council,
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Latin America Science Board . The Latin America
Science Board is composed of fifteen eminent American
scientists and engineers who serve as a science advisory
body to the Coordinator of the the Alliance for Progress.
This section serves as a point of contact for academies
and research councils and "is developing resources files
on Latin American scientific institutions and programs." ^
African Advisory Committee . The African Advisory
Committee provides objective reviews and surveys of
African scientific activities and needs. It provides
guidance to African scientists desiring to form scien-
tific organizations. The section serves as a point of
contact in the U.S. for African scientific and educati nal'
institutions.
The Pacific Science Board. The Pacific Science
Board is concerned with the science advancement and needs
of Pacific nations. It collaborates with private and
12governmental agencies in work in the Pacific islands.
Advisory Committee on USSR and Eastern Europe .
This Committee and supporting section are responsible for
the operation of the East-West Scientific Exchange Pro-
gram. As a result of this program, U.S. scientists have
visited the USSR during the past two summers, and there





has been a reverse flow of Soviet scientists to this
country. The Program has served to broaden contacts
between scientists, provided access to the institutes of
the Soviet Academy of Science, and has permitted substan-
tial knowledge to be gained about Soviet science, some-
times much sooner than would have been possible through
translated documents. The Committee has recommended the
development of communications between scientists of the
United States and Eastern European nations. ^
Committee on International Organizations and
Programs . The Committee on International Organizations
and Programs is concerned with participation in interna-
tional scientific activities by the United States. It
encompasses the International Organizations and the
International Programs sections within its jurisdiction.
The International Organizations Section supports the U.S.
"scientific community in the activities of the Inter-
national Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) and other
14
international scientific organizations."* This support
includes keeping the U.S. National Committees of the ICSU
informed of meetings, political developments, scientific
events, minutes, and publications. It also finances at






The section shepherds the procedure for nomination
and appointment of Academy-Research Council delegates
to international Congresses and general assemblies of
scientific unions. It arranges for a Department of
State briefing of principal delegates, frequently
arranges for travel support, provides background
information to the chairman and delegates concerning
the international organization and issues before it,
provides through the Department of State the appro-
priate United States embassy with information con-
cerning the international meeting and the composition
of the United States delegation and finances modest
entertainment by the United States delegation.
Meetings of international organizations to which
the Academy adheres and which are to be held in the
United States call for several additional services.
These include advice concerning the structure of the
United States Organizing Committee, previously
employed methods for selection of papers and symposia
topics, finances, interpreting facilities, former
procedures for subsidizing travel of foreign scien-
tists, solicitation of Department of State coopera-
tion in extending invitations, issuance of visas, and
hospitality. b
The activities of the International Organizations
Section described above have involved various aspects of
the international relations of the United States and are
illustrative of the tangency of operations in the grey
area between governmental and nongovernmental activity.
While this intercourse is and should remain technically
nongovernmental, it requires the cooperation and support
of Government to be successful. It is at this point that
justification for the maintenance of the unique position
of NAS-NRC is apparent.
The International Programs Section in the Office




international scientific collaborative programs of a more
operational nature. It is hoped that by providing a forum
for private and governmental scientific communities, the
section will be able to develop programs supported by the
U.S. for submission to international nongovernmental
scientific bodies.
^
Basically, then, NAS-NRC brings to focus the views
of the national private scientific community and brings
these views to the attention of the Government where rel-
evant and appropriate. It does not furnish substantive
information but provides the good offices needed to
insure adequate exchange between private and governmental
science personnel. Through its widely varied activities
covering the full spectrum of scientific disciplines, it
influences the policies of the U.S., particularly foreign
jittiicies having scientific connotations. The level of
U.S. support to various international organizations is
influenced by NAS-NRC guidance provided to the Department
of State.
Academy participation in international scientific
organizations, in cooperative international programs, and
in meetings in the U.S. and abroad, together with its
adherence to international organizations, has increased
substantially in recent years. It is expected that this
17Ibid ..> p. 19.
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increase will continue and as it does the responsibilities
and contributions of NAS-NRC to the scientific position of
the United States will become correspondingly greater.
With this chapter our examination of the basically
advisory or coordinative agencies and organizations of
major importance in scientific and technological activ-
ities at the national level is completed. The succeeding
substantive chapters of the thesis will consider those
departments and agencies within the Executive Branch
below the Executive Office level which have been selected
as providing an overall picture of the basically opera- .
tional level in the fields of science and technology




The importance of scientific considerations and
advice in the formulation and implementation of foreign
policy had been recognized for a number of years by
decision makers in the Department of State, but as in
many other departments and agencies, the shock of Sputnik,
passing overhead at its a""pogee, was required to break
the limiting bounds of traditionalism,
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
After an auspicious beginning following World War
II, the scientist in the Department of State had been
assigned a role the importance of which vacillated, and
by late 1957 his status was at a low ebb. Even the posi-
tion of Science Advisor to the Secretary of State had
been vacant for several years. Public astonishment and
governmental reaction in late 1957 resulted, within the
Department, in a reevaluation of the impact of science and
technology, just as similar reevaluations were taking
place elsewhere in Government. As a result of the self-
examination, in early 1955 the position of Science Advisor
to the Secretary was filled with the appointment of
Wallace R. Erode, the Associate Director of the National
Bureau of Standards, to the position. This action will
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probably be regarded as the historical event which sig-
nalled the welding together of science and foreign affairs
into a permanent union in the United States policy frame-
work. It certainly brought science and technology into
new prominence as an active ingredient in the Department
of State organization. Since that time, continuing steps
have been taken leading to a revitalized and expanding
role for scientists in the affairs of the Department.
The Office of the Science Advisor to the Secretary
of State was initially established in 1951? after a 194-9
pilot program had demonstrated the successful employment
of scientists in tempering the conduct of the foreign
affairs of the United States where appropriate. The
pilot program had consisted of assignment of a group of
scientists and engineers to the London Embassy as part of
the Ambassador's team. An evaluation of the positive
contribution of this group to the work of the Department
led to the establishment of a science attache* program.
The Office of Science Advisor to the Secretary of State
was created and science attache* posts were established at
several embassies. The program had an auspicious begin-
ning, attracting a great many scientists from the academic
profession to lend their support as science attaches.
Joseph B. Koefle was appointed the first Science Advisor
in 1951) a position which he held for two years until he
resigned in 1953 to return to the California Institute of
Technology. By 1955? the program had slowly deteriorated
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to a shadow of its initial size and had achieved little
of its anticipated success, after having run into bureau--
cratic difficulties.
There were a number of reasons which led to the
demise of the science attache* program after a relatively
short trial period. Of primary consequence were the
budgetary limitations which were placed on the Department
of State by the Administration and Congress. The scien-
tists, as relative newcomers to the Department not yet
firmly entrenched in the bureaucratic structure, were
occupying some of the most difficult positions to defend
from an economy move standpoint. Superimposed on the
financial straits the Department v/as facing were the
McCarthy hearings, which did very little to provide any
incentive to scientists to work in the area of foreign
p
affairs. During this trying period of the program's
development, individual scientists -as science attaches
had frequently varied in effectiveness, depending on the
individuals' personalities. Often the scientist turned
diplomat did not have his responsibilities clearly delin-
eated, and his own interpretation of what role he should
fulfill as a member of the Ambassadors team was a
determining factor in his success or failure. Some
'Daniel S. Greenberg, "Science and Foreign Affairs:
New Effort under Way to Enlarge Role of Scientists in





scientists established close relationships v/ith their
foreign associates in government, business, and the
academic walks of life, thus becoming valuable assets to
the Department, while others were less successful as
effective scientific diplomats.
Coinciding with the increasing numbers of vacancies
overseas arising from the above-mentioned factors, the
Secretary of State was without a Science Advisor between
1955 and early 1958. The appointment of Dr. Brode to the
position in 1958 reinstituted scientific participation to
a place of importance in the Department, diplomatic scien-
tists were again assigned to several embassies as science
attaches, and the program picked up momentum. Walter G.
Whitman succeeded Dr. Brode as Science Advisor in I960,
and the program overseas continued to expand as co-
ordination in the national and international sphere
developed.
By 1962 scientists had solidified their positions
as an integral part of foreign policy development pro-
cesses both at home and abroad and were providing various
types of scientific input to the decision making process,
depending on the subject matter under consideration.
Their effectiveness overseas still varied with individual
scientists according to the relationship they maintained
with the ambassadors and the rapport they established v/ith
the scientific community in the country to which they were
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accredited. Their guidelines of responsibility were
becoming more formalized as their functions and capabil-
ities were more clearly delineated and better understood
by others in the Department of State.
In 1958} at the time of Dr. Erode 1 s appointment as
Science Advisor, his office had been accorded a slight
rise in stature by virtue of his being placed on the Sec-
retary 1 s staff. ^ In September, 1962, the position of
Science Advisor was further elevated in the Department
hierarchy to the administrative and protocol equivalent
of bureau chief and Assistant Secretary of State. The
new title for the holder of this position was Director
4
of International Scientific Affairs.
For several years prior to the creation of the
position of Director of International Scientific Affairs,
strong criticism, particularly by the Senate Subcommittee
on National Policy Machinery, had been leveled against
the Department of State for not increasing scientific
participation in advisory positions. This criticism
underscored the fact that the revival of the role of the
scientists in the Department in 1958 had not incorporated
or emphasized science considerations as an essential
3lM4«) P- 123-
4U.S., Department of State, "Director of Inter-
national Scientific Affairs,/' Fore ign Affair s Manual,
Circular No. 84-, September 14, 1962.
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element of policy formulation to the extent o£ some of the
similar developments in other governmental departments and
agencies. The Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery
had continued to refer to this theme from 1958 on, and in
1961 noted that encouraging progress in improving various
departmental and agency technical staffs had taken place
in general, citing the Office of the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering as a commendable example. In
contrast, the Subcommittee further reported, the Depart-
ment of State and foreign aid agencies still did "not have
a satisfactory level of in-house technical competence."' .
Warner E. Schilling, in his June, 1962, article on
"Scientists, Foreign Policy, and Politics," added to this
general theme when he made the following observation in
his examination of science organizations in the Federal
Government.
. . . The President will generally find his choices
facilitated by the existence of multiple and inde-
pendent sources of scientific advice.
This is a condition that already prevails in the
case of many of the departments and agencies whose
actions have significant foreign policy consequences,
especially in the use of scientists by the Department
of Defense, the Atomic Energy Commission, and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. It
is however a condition notably absent in the case of
the Department of State. As it now stands, the
'U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Government
Operations, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery,
Science Organization and the President' s Office , Staff
Report and Recommendations, 8?th Cong., 1st' Sess.
,




President has more scientists to advise hira on the
scientific and technical aspects of various foreign
policy issues, particularly in the national security
field, than has the Secretary of State.
Excluding the science attaches overseas, the
Department of State's Office of the Science Adviser
numbers six people of whom three, including the
director, are professional scientists. There are no
scientists, full or part-time, in the Department's
offices for policy planning, space and atomic energy,
or political-military affairs. . . .°
It was in this atmosphere and in the face of this
type of criticism that the Office of International Scien-
tific Affairs was established in September, 1962, and the
post of Director of International Scientific Affairs was
created.
II. OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS
Organization and Functions
Thus, the creation of the Office of International
Affairs and the position of Director at the Assistant
Secretary level resulted in large measure from criticisms
leveled against the Department of State for its handling
of scientific matters. The size of the staff of the new
Office was thirty-two, a notable increase over the six
persons in the superseded Office of Science Advisor. The
reorganization materially strengthened the scientific
Warner R. Schilling, "Scientists, Foreign Policy,
and Politics," American Political Science Review , LVI,
No. 2 (June, 19"o2) , 297.
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expertise available to the Secretary and the Department.
In addition to general scientific affairs, the
reorganization specifically provided for emphasis on
matters involving outer space activities and atomic energy,
A departmental paper issued at the time designated these
and other functions to be performed by the Director of
International Scientific Affairs, including:
1. Participate actively in general foreign policy
development, ensuring that appropriate consideration
is given to scientific and technological factors.
2. Advise and assist the Secretary of State and
other Department officers in reaching decisions on
matters having scientific and technological implica-
tions.
3. Participate in policy planning for and provide
guidance to U.S. international science activities.
4. Work with the Bureau of Educational and Cul-
tural Affairs, regional bureaus, and other appro-
priate elements in formulating policy and planning
programs for scientific exchange.
5. Recommend activities to further U.S. foreign
policy objectives in the field of science and tech-
nology.
6. Provide guidance to the science attaches
developed in collaboration with other Department
elements, particularly the regional bureaus.
7. Serve as the point of coordination within the
Department and between the Department and other organ-
izations, governmental and non-governmental, on matters
concerned with science and technology, including the
non-military uses of atomic energy and outer space.
8. Represent the Department on appropriate
interdepartmental committees.'
The staff of the Office, in addition to assisting
the Director of ISA accomplish the outlined objectives,
'U.S., Department of State, "Organization for
International Scientific Affairs in the Department of
State," departmental paper, September 4, 1962, pp. 1-2.
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was charged with the responsibility "to provide profes-
sional staff support to other bureaus and offices of the
Department on all scientific and technological matters.' 1
"
The subdivisions of the Office of ISA, under the
general supervision of the Director, are:
1. General Scientific Affairs
2. Outer Space Affairs
3. Atomic Energy Affairs
General Scientific Affairs . The following func-
tions are assigned to the ISA subdivision handling
General Scientific Affairs:
1. Provides scientific considerations in general
foreign policy development.
2. Advises and assists Department officers in
reaching decisions on matters having scientific impli-
cations.
3. Participates in policy and program planning
for bilateral and multilateral science programs.
4. Monitors U.S. international science activ-
ities.
5. Supports the substantive aspects of the work
of the Science Attaches.
6. Recommends activities to further U.S. foreign
policy objectives.
7. Maintains liaison and coordinates with appro-
priate government organizations and the science community
except on outer space and atomic energy matters.
In addition to the Of ficer-in-Charge, the staff of
this subdivision consists of five Science Officers, one




officers from other governmental agencies and departments
may augment the ISA staff. At the time of this writing,
the Department of Defense was providing two officers to
the General Scientific Affairs staff and the .National
Institutes of Health had provided one.
9
Outer Space Affairs . The functions of this group
are concerned with the peaceful use of outer space.
Specifically, it
1. Provides technical staff support for Depart-
ment activities and advises Department officers as
these uses affect the responsibilities of the
Department of State and the foreign policy of the
United States.
2. Ensures general coordination of activities.
3. Maintains liaison with NASA and other appro-
priate agencies.
4. Assumes primary responsibility for matters
which do not fall solely within the sphere of respon-
sibility of any one bureau.
^
Atomic Energy Affairs . The description of the
functions of the Atomic Energy Affairs subdivision is
qualified by the phrase, "with respect to the peaceful
uses of atomic energy. 11 The group,
1. Provides technical staff support for Depart-
ment activities and advises Department officers as
these uses affect the responsibilities of the
Department of State and the foreign policy of the
United States.
2. Ensures general coordination of activities.








4. Assumes primary responsibility for matters
which do not fall solely within the sphere of respon-
sibility of any one bureau*
Foreign Policy Influence
The broad range of scientific and technological
responsibilities charged to the Office of International
Scientific Affairs, as its functions are prescribed,
permits the Director to engage in activities which extend
throughout the Department. He, as an individual or through
his office, can influence foreign policy directly or
indirectly, either when policy is being formulated or when
it is implemented. At times his influence permeates both
phases, depending on the particular policy or program.
Going beyond the effect on a particular policy, the vigor-
ous program presently undertaken by the Director can have
broad implications with respect to the orientation of the
entire Department,
One phase of this program calls for arranging monthly
briefings for the Secretary of State and other important
personages in the Department, covering significant scien-
tific developments, with emphasis upon the implications
these developments could have on international relations
and United States foreign policy. These briefings may
cover a specific scientific development—for example, a




general field, such as "Defense International Relations, 11
a subject which was presented by Dr. H, E. Brown, Director
of Research and Engineering for the Department of Defense,
Df equal importance, although its full effects are
yet to be felt, is the effort to identify more fully the
role of science in international relations. The Office
of International Scientific Affairs is presently working
with the Ford Foundation to establish a curriculum in this
sphere to be used at the Foreign Service Institute of the
Department of State. Through the development of an edu-
cational appreciation of the role of "science in inter-
national affairs in the background of foreign service
officers, it is hoped that a dual purpose v/ill be served.
The non-scientist may be informed of the value of the role
of the scientist in foreign affairs, and thereby the pro-
gram may help insure that the scientists future role in
the Department v/ill be protected so that it v/ill not again
suffer a setback such as occurred in the 1950' s. Further,
through a broader sense of understanding in the Depart-
ment, the way should be paved for a more effective con-
tribution by its scientific sonnel in both day-to-day
and long-range operations.
Numerous specific inputs with direct influence on
foreign affairs can be made by ISA personnel. One type of
action of a recurring nature is the recommendation of the
office as to whether a visa should be issued to a scientist
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from a communist nation who wishes to visit the United
States to participate in an international conference.
Using the McCarran Act as the guideline, the Office must
determine the bona fide scientific value such a visit
would produce and the authenticity of the credentials
being submitted by a particular foreign scientist. Close
cooperation is maintained with the National Academy of
Sciences and other governmental and nongovernmental agen-
cies and organizations to insure that the best interests
of the U.S. are served in actions of this general nature.
It may be recalled that the United States was subject to
considerable unfavorable publicity overseas in past years
for seemingly arbitrary denial of permission for communist'
bloc scientists to visit the country.
Another example of specific influence exerted by
the Office of International Scientific Affairs is provided
by its examination of inc.. lal technical programs
designed for foreign countries and sponsored by the Agency
for International Development. The programs are studied
to ascertain that all of the technical aspects involved
are given adequate consideration, thus possibly preventing
a fiasco which might react to the disadvantage of the U.S.
In the case of Latin American countries, the recommenda-
tions of the Latin American Board, under the sponsorship




Representation on^the Federal Council
for Science and Technology
Officially, the Director of ISA, now Dr. R. Rollef-
son, is only an observer accredited to the Federal Council
for Science and Technology, since the Department of State
is not operationally involved in science programs in the
field. Nevertheless, he is Chairman of the International
Committee of FCST , reflecting the principal interest and
responsibility of the Department, In this capacity he is
able to coordinate effectively policy actions which cut
across functional lines of responsibility within the Gov-
ernment. This arrangement also provides a vehicle which
facilitates the coordination of United States scientific
activities overseas through our overseas diplomatic
missions. To initiate effective coordination it was
necessary for the Chairman of the International Committee
to institute a program to collect information from each
of the departments and agencies as to what their authority
to operate overseas was based on, what programs they were
engaged in, and the reasons justifying the programs*
Keyed to the collection of this comprehensive information,
it is planned that duplications will be eliminated and
economies intelligently applied wherever possible. To
illustrate this point, the efforts of the Bureau of the
Budget to reduce money being spent on overseas research
may be cited. The International Committee opposes a
straight across the board reduction, applicable to all
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countries. The Committee believes that by reviewing
individual research programs overseas, in context with all
other research programs, required reductions can be accom-
plished without disrupting the most important programs.
The time and manpower available, the money which may have
already been expended, the availability of the resources
elsewhere, the project status, and other variable factors,
all create degrees of preferability as to the programs the
United States should continue to finance, the priorities-
of their pursuit, and identification of those to be elim-
inated. As a result of this rationale, the International
Committee, under the chairmanship of the Director of ISA,
has recommended that the reduction in spending be made by
individual departments and agencies within a dollar allo-
cation program, rather than by an across the board per-
centage reduction applied alike to all countries and
programs.
Scientific Attache's
The mission of scientific attaches is defined in
this way in instructions issued by the Department of State
Science Officers, With the diplomatic title of
Attach^, are assigned to diplomatic posts at which
science and technology are playing or will play a
significant role. Science Officers are integral
parts of the Ambassador's Staff at such posts. They
provide advice to the Chief of Mission and to other
officers on scientific and technical matters, par-
ticipate in the reporting program of the Embassy, and
assist in the representational and negotiating activ-
ities of the Embassy. A Science- Officer is normally
accredited to a single post but often has regional
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responsibilities for performing the functions listed
below in nearby countr: ./here there is no similar
science representative. 1^
Then follows a list of functions Vuiich do not materially
differ, but are rather an .'act of those delineated in
the following paragraphs.
The Scientific Attache1 is responsible for perform-
ing his functions under the direction of the Chief of
Mission. Varying according to the local situation, these
functions are grouped under the three categories of advis-
ing, reporting, and representing.
Advising . In performing these functions, the
attach^:
1. Serves as adviser to the Chief of Mission and
his Staff on scientific and technical matters.
2. Coordinates for the Chief of Mission U.S.
scientific programs and activities in the areas of
assignment, and in providing advice and recommen-
dations to the Department of State and other govern-
ment agencies with respect to such programs and
activities.
3. Assists the Chief of Mission in assuring that
scientists from the U.S. in his area of assignment
are cognizant of the foreign policy implications of
their scientific and technical activities.
4. To the extent possible, provides advice and
assistance to representatives of scientific non-
governmental organizations in the U.S. 3-3
Reporting . In his reporting capacity, the Scien-
tific Attache^:
-] pU.S., Department of State, "Duties and Responsi-




1. Evaluates and reports significant developments
and trends in science within his area of assignment,
especially those affecting U.S. interests, relation-
ships or policies.
2. Reports such other scientific and technical
information which would be of value to the U.S.
scientific community and as may be requested from
time to time by the Department of State. 14-
Representing . As a diplomatic representative in
the field of science and technology, an attach^:
1. Represents the Chief of Mission, the Department
of State or other agencies of the Government, at
scientific meetings, conferences, ceremonies, and
similar activities. Ordinarily, this is within the
area of assignment.
2. Promotes the exchange of scientific information
between the U.S. scientific community and the scien-
tific community of the area of assignment.
3. Advises and informs scientific groups and
organizations in the area of assignment of the scien-
tific policies and programs of U^S. governmental and
non-governmental organizations . 15
In performing his functions in neighboring countries,
the Scientific Attache" is assisted by officers at these
posts who report on scientific and technological matters
as a collateral duty. The Embassy, the Geographic Bureau,
and the Office of International Scientific Affairs, work-
ing together, determine which countries will be included
in a particular scientific attache's regional responsibil-
ities, "depending on available funds and workload require-






Twenty-three Science Attaches are presently accred-
ited in a total of fifteen ;ries. All have regional
responsibilities. Selection and gnment is made on the
bsPsis of the individual's ability in a particular scien-
tific field, including recognized Ibution; language
qualification; and other assets which would make his
acceptance by the scientific community in the country to
which accredited a likely result.
The Science Attache is deeply involved in Embassy
work as an active member of the Ambassador's country team.
As reported in a Department of State News Letter in April,
1962:
... He brings his specialized competence to bear
as a part of the country team, both in the solution
of day-to-day problems and in the development of
long-range policies. He assists the Economic Officer
and the Commercial Attache* with his specialized
knowledge of technological industries; he advises the
Public Affairs Officer on the interpretation of U.S.
scientific advances. For the Political Officer he
evaluates the implications of host-government atti-
tudes of an important and increasingly influential
segment of the foreign community toward U.S. policies
and programs.-1-/7
His work may range from major involvement with reactors
and radioactive material to technical aspects of economic
reporting. Programs having scientific- content, under the
sponsorship or active direction of another department or
agency of the U.S. Government, are coordinated through
^Walter G. Whitman, "Eminent Working Scientists -
Science Attache* Program—Vital to a Strong F.S.," Depart-
ment of State News Letter , April, 1962.
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the Science Attach^. He does not exercise authority over
the programs, but is provided program information to enable
him to keep abreast of what is going on in the particular
foreign country and make recommendations thereon.
The importance of this latter aspect of the Science
Attaches work is highlighted in this extract from the
previously cited article by Walter G. Whitman, former
Science Advisor to the Secretary of State:
. . .
Support of foreign research, collaborative
research projects, direct operation of expeditions
and overseas stations, exchange of persons, and new
emphasis on the worldwide collection and dissemina-
tion of scientific information have resulted in
many individual projects involving hundreds of
people and millions of dollars. It is of prime
importance that these programs be coordinated to
avoid duplication or gaps, and that they be carried
out within the framework of our overall national
interest. Although he docs not participate directly
in the operation of such programs, the Science
Attache* is in a position to provide guidance and
counsel to adapt them most efficiently and expedi-
tiously to the conditions in this area.-^
Summary
After a faltering start the scientists role in the
Department of State now appears to be assured permanency.
With the creation of the position of Director of Inter-
national Scientific Affairs, at the bureau chief and
Assistant Secretary level, the organizational structure
of the Department has been modified to a degree which
l8T , . .,Ibid.
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permits the scientist to inject scientific and technologi-
cal considerations into foreign policy determination at
the policy making level. '; -ion in numbers of
Science Attaches and their increasing responsibilities, as
members of overseas diploj : teams reinforces this
position by providing opportunity for scientific contribu-
tions to foreign policy fc ation and/or implementation
at the ambassadorial level.
The extension of De
;
aent of State responsibility
to include chairmanship of the International Committee of
the Federal Council for Science and Technology insures
that the development of policy which affects more than
one department or agency reflects foreign policy consid-
erations. This does not mean that policy or program
conflicts will not occur, but it does provide an organi-
zational structure v;hich makes their identification
possible at an early stage. Once identified, resolution
depends on the complexity of the issues and the interests
involved.
The present organizational structure of the Office
ofjtnternational Scientific Affairs is adequate to address
the scientific and technological issues which are foremost
at the present time. As scientific advances occur which
extend the points of contact between nations, the handling
of affairs of this Office will have to be modified to meet
the evolving situations. Just as the peaceful uses of
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outer space and atomic energy are two major issues in the
foreign affairs of the United States today, further
scientific development a will bring more areas which will
require departmental in-house capability. An expansion
of the Office in terms of staff and segmentation will
certainly be required at sue) a time. A complete reorgani-
zation may at some time prove nee y.
As scientific advances increasingly modify the
individual's life and the Government's activities, the
scope of the influence of the scientist on the formulation
and implementation of policy in the Department will in-




The international affairs of the United States and
its agricultural scientific and technological policy
intermesh in a number of different activities of the
Government. As is to be expected, this interplay becomes
particularly evident when policy matters move from the
national to the international sphere. Most policy matters
involved in this agricultural-international category fall
under the purview of the Department of Agriculture,
either in formulation or execution, or both. However, as
is the case with most broad questions of policy, agricul-
tural scientific and technological policy overlaps other
policies of other governmental bodies as well as internal
departmental plans and programs.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Two factors complicate orderly examination of
scientific agricultural research organization and policy
in the areas where these act: ;ies impinge on the inter-
national affairs of the United States. First, as is
becoming common elsewhere in Government, scientists in
the Department of Agriculture occupy the full spectrum of
jobs in the Department ranging from administrative to
technical to policy, as to make isolation of any narrowly
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defined functional role for scientific personnel impossible.
This is in contrast to the emerging position of the scientist
in the Department of State. The second factor results from
the long historical association with and interest in science
and technology on the part of the Department, principally
because of the contribution it has made to American agric-
ulture in all its phases. Consequently, research and policy
functions as related to science and technology are diffused
throughout the Department and are difficult to simplify
organizationally.
The organizational structure of the Department even
today reflects this historical and important role. No
less than seven major sections are engaged in various
forms of scientific research. Chart II depicts a simpli-
fied organization chart of the Department, indicating
those major subdivisions : 3 i such research.
One of the first de) Df the Federal Govern-
ment to participate in scientific research was the
Department of Agriculture. Its participation in Federal-
State cooperation in agricultural research found initial
expression in the Morrill Act of 1862. This "land-grant"
Act was designed to assist in the establishment of
colleges to serve and contribute to the needs of agricul-
ture and the mechanic arts. The Hatch Experiment Station
Act of 1887 followed, providing for agricultural experiment
stations to be established in connection with the land-
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raa^or step, established a cooperative extension service
for the dissemination of information and findings of the
land-grant colleges and the Federal-State agricultural
experiment stations to the American farmer. *-
Other disciplines, related bo agricultural re-
search, have in the intervening years also contributed to
the technical advancements made by the American farmer as
a result of the coordinated agricultural-scientific
research. The early ventures into scientific activity
under the Department of Agriculture and its predecessor
Bureau of Agriculture have since grov/n and expanded to the
point where the Department now operates or oversees a
multitude of endeavors in the field of scientific re-
search, promotion, and dissemination of information and
techniques on a world-wide basis.
To meet relatively new and increasing responsibili-
ties in international affairs, the Department of Agriculture
has been reorganized recently. Th : many and varied
activities of the Department which have international
implications have been brought under the general coordinat-
ing responsibility of one .'. !iv:i iu .1 '..hrough the creation
of the position of the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
iI.S, Department of Agriculture, Questions end
Answers on Agricultural Research, Agriculture Information




for International Affairs. To juxtapose agricultural
science and international relations meaningfully, it is
desirable to review briefly the several principal
organizational divisions of the Department which play
a primary role in policy ma1 P icting or affected
by science and technology, and affecting or affected by
international policy. In general, these divisions have
numerous points of contact with each other and frequently
share interests and responsibilities in common issues and
projects. For this reason the order of discussion is
rather arbitrarily selected. lile the broad area of
agricultural scientific research is first explored, fol-
lowed by examination of the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for International Affairs and its responsibili-
ties, it will be noted that considerable overlap occurs.
By identifying these facets of the organizational structure,
it also becomes possible to identify external Departmental
relationships which come into play when policy matters and
coordination of issues and projects having international
implications are involved.
I. AGRICULTURAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Agricultural Research Service
The principal agency within the Department concerned
with agricultural research is the Agricultural Research
Service. It is responsible for the coordination of all
research activities conducted by the severa/service sections
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of the Department indicated on Chart II. However, the
Agricultural Research See does not assume responsib-
ility for the conduct of individaul research projects.
The responsible services remain separate functional and
administrative units, with coordination achieved by
cutting across vertical lines of functional responsibility,
This dispersion of scientific activity throughout the
Department has facilitated bhe distribution of scientists
in various types of posi - resulted in their
providing inputs into the . vis :j and policy process
at most organizational level
Foreign Agricultural Resear ch Agreements
The Agricultural Re ?ch Service is charged with
the responsibility for developing raid negotiating foreign
contracts and loans for 1 agricultural research
agreements executed under Public Law 480 (Agricultural
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954) . Under
sections 104 (a) and (k) of the Act, foreign currencies
received in payment for surplus commodities can be spent
in support of research in the country receiving the sur-
pluses and making the payments. In July, 1963 > the Depart-
ment of Agriculture had in effect four hundred and nine of
these agreements. They cover a wide range of research
subjects and vary considerably in scientific content and
complexity. The research was being conducted by foreign
scientists in twenty-eight countries in different parts
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of the world at that tii These countries are listed


































The influence on and ccntri 1 Dn these research
programs are making to the •" entific research
community is of great pot; 1 .value, both to the United
States and to the recipient countries. The money avail-
able for research in the countries where these programs
are conducted is, however- frequently limited. This
makes the funds spent by the United States on the projects
of vital importance to the scientists in the countries
concerned. Their scientific personnel and research
facilities are also limited, in most cases, in quantity
and quality. These factors accentuate the contribution
the programs and projects can make and the significant
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affect they may have on t) cientific progress achieved
by the various individual nations with consequent bene-
ficial results from the point of view of United States
international relations.
A glance at Chart II, page 109, will indicate
that overlap occurs between the responsibilities of the
Agricultural Research Service and those of the Assistant
Secretary for International Affairs with respect to
foreign agricultural research. This area of overlap in
the discussion of the Office of the Assistant Secretary
which follows.
II. OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
As the different sections of the Department of
Agriculture became more and more involved in the expand-
ing agricultural aspects of the international affairs of
the United States, the need for a central coordinating
authority became apparent. In a January, 1963, reorganiza-
tion, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
for International Affairs was created. In announcing the
nomination of Dr. Roland R. Renne to the position of
Assistant Secretary on January 24, 1963> the Secretary of
Agriculture stated:
Today, agriculture in the United States is sub-
stantially affected by conditions all over the world.
We are deeply concerned with the agricultural policies
of the Common Llarket and the rest of Europe. We have
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substantial responsibilities in the Food for Peace
program.
Our relationships with other government agencies,
such as the Agency for International Development in
the Department of State, are becoming ever more
important, particularly in view of the increasing
awareness of agricultural development needs for
Latin America and elsewhere in the world.*
The Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for Inter-
national Affairs was made responsible for the general
direction and supervision of the Foreign Agricultural
Service, which handles many details of our foreign
agricultural interests in technical, economic, statis-
tical, informational, and trade matters, and the even
more recently created International Agricultural
Development Service. The Assistant Secretary is also
responsible for Departmental activities in International
Technical Assistance and the coordination of "all other
international aspects of t ..'. ' I.S. Department of
Agriculture and its relationship with other agencies of
the U.S. Government in this area.
International Agricultura l op nent Service
To assist the Assistant Secretary for Interna-
tional Affairs to carry ou : increasing responsibilities
of the Department in the international arena, the Inter-
national Agricultural Development Service was established
2
U.S.- Department; of Agriculture, "Jlenne Nominated
Asst. Secretary of Agriculture for International Affairs,"




on August 5? 1963.
'
In describing the purposes of IADS, the Secretary-
stated that the rise in output of American agriculture
has been achieved through tfc plication of science and
technology. Pie went on to say:
Agriculture provides the major source of national
income and is a way of life for more than half of the
population in the less countries. It is
recognized that the deve of practically all
the countries rec t ^ce from the U.S.,
from the U.K. agenc; and from other donor countries
is dependent upon tr cial well-being and production
efficiency of their rur d u tion. This recogni-
tion is creating incre upon the Department
and its affiliated institutions to participate more
actively in foreign -ailc development planning
and program execution ac . It is essential
that the Department stablish procedures
to assure departmen Ion of its varied
activities in this : -de a point of con-
tact to facilitate ith public and
private organizat:. le Land-Grant
Institutions, farm id interested
foundations, to p; ficient use of the sci-
entific, technical and institutional^competence of
the American agricultural community.^
In pursuit of these aims, I .as charged with
responsibility for the follo?/ing broad functions:
(a) Provide leadership in the formulation of current
and long-range policies and plans for carrying out
technical assistance and agricultural development
responsibilities abroad and related activities.
^U.S., Department of Agriculture, International
Agricultural Development Servj.cc , Secretary's Memorandum
No. Ip4-1, Supplement 1, Washington, August 2, 1963.
'U.S., Department of Agriculture, International
Agricultural Development Service , Secretary's Memorandum
No. 1541 , Washington, July 12, 1963.
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(b) Develop and r. sctive relationships
with the Agency for International Development, and
with other appropria Lblic and private U.S. and
international organize : .th respect to planning
and carrying out assistance and training programs.
(c) Coordinate the :ources of the Department,
and expedite the application of . these resources in
the planning, review, ev; and operation of
country or regional agricultural development projects
and activities for which the USDA is given responsi-
bility, including the orientation of U.S. personnel
and the training of foreign nationals.
(d) Coordinate litment and assignment of
USDA personnel on detain or loan to the Agency for
International Devel d Agricultural
Organization and sim ions, and in the
development of variou ' functional agree-
ments between the Depa] : uch organizations.
(e) Coordinate th< tion of Government-
sponsored agriculture programs,"
It may be noted tha •.cinct recitation of
IADS responsibilities, tog h the brief mention of
Foreign Agricultural Se: functions^ supra , gives only
a hint as to the multipi at ions in which USDA is
involved that penetrate deeply or impinge lightly on U.S.
international interests. is not, however, the purpose
of this thesis to examine operations in depth. The struc-
tural relationships depicted are of more immediate concern
in this review.
It is too soon to evaluate the effects this broad
assignment of functions to IADS will have. The creation
of the new Service does, however, serve to crystallize the




various Departmental S ig scientific
agricultural research r Dpment projects, and
providing technical sei etween and among other
agencies and organizati< ith related interests where
international implications arise. If these newly assigned
responsibilities are pursued in a vigorous manner, agri-
cultural science and te< its possibilities for
effective support of the goals of U.S. international
relations will be strengthened functionally.
The diffusion of science and technology aspects
among the various sections of the Department actively
involved in programs and projects which fall under the co-
ordinating authority of IADS is extensive. The foreign
agricultural service research agreements already dis-
cussed are among the most important of these from a policy
point of view. It is with extra-departmental rather than
internal departmental relationships, however, that the
remainder of thic chapter is concerned.
III. INTERAGENCY RELATIONSHIPS
U.S. Policy Implications
The agricultural science research and development
projects and programs touched upon above and all others
under the aegis of the Department of Agriculture which have
international implications must be conducted in such a
manner that they result in overall benefit to the United
States and are in harmony with the foreign policy goals
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and objectives reflected ie United States policy toward
the individual countries in . hich operations are conducted.
To facilitate the achiev .; of this aim, the Director of
the Office of International Scientific Affairs in the
Department of State is continually informed of projects
under consideration and those currently in effect.
National scientific and '\~: i policy is coordinated
through a continuing re . his Office to insure that
the various types of pro icuiar country are
in harmony with each other. ie programs conducted
by other departments and «; complementary and
not contradictory to those >artment of Agri-
culture .
Included among othei :; -rams, as a major
example, are the techni. ista . :rograms under the
Agency for International D Regional offices
are maintained by the D nt of Agriculture in Rome
and New Delhi to assist in the coordination and adminis-
.
tration of the numerous projects having agricultural
significance. The science attaches of the Department of
State overseas missions are periodically informed of the
progress made in the various programs and projects con-
ducted in the regions under ::ance at the same
time such reports are made to the Department of Agri-
culture, Ideally, the net effect cf this close coordi-
nation should be to assure that the Department, in its
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overseas operations, is not a foreign policy of
its own but is subordir ies to the estab-
lished foreign policy of t bes.
Secondary intern. al relations advantages which
accrue to the United States is type of program
include the manner in which they occupy the interest and
grasp the attention of out .ding scientists throughout
the world. This interest and attention provides the
impetus for visits which frequently occur between foreign
and U.S. scientists doing or following research in a par-
ticular discipline.
Representation on the Federal Counci l
for Science and Technology
The impact of the breed distribution of scientists
occupying policy positions in the Department of Agriculture
is reflected in the Department's dual representation on
the Federal Council for Science and Technology. The
principal and alternate representatives en the Council are
in charge of different sections within USDA. The Director
of the Agricultural Economics Section is the Department's
representative to FCST. The Administrator of the Agri-
cultural Research Service is the alternate representative.
Departmental contributions to the formulation of
national scientific policy is normally accomplished through
these representatives. Internal departmental coordination
is achieved in either a formal or an informal manner,
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depending upon the matter ui consideration, following
functional and/or administrative chains of responsibility.
To summarize the preceding examination, the
expanding implications of scientific agriculture with
respect to the internal. 1 affairs of the United States
have caused the Department of Agriculture to continue to
effect reorganization to carry out its responsibilities.
Activities in agricultural services involving science and
technology are playing an increasingly important role in
foreign policy determi. n. Coordination between
science and international affairs in the agricultural
context is being achieved; - recent reorganiza-
tions would suggest, conti - /ement in coordination
'
of policy and programs is lired.
Scientific coordi:: a the Department and
between USDA and other departments and agencies has existed
where agricultural science tec inology and international
affairs have intermesh .t, . However, the
responsibility for this co nation on the part of the
Department has been assigned recently to the new Inter-
national Agricultural Development Service under the
Assistant Secretary for International Affairs. This step
was taken in recognition of the growing importance of
science and technology in the foreign policy of the United
States.
Coordination of fori ion of policy and the imple-
mentation of programs and procedures must be achieved at
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three levels: (1) within t ent, (2) within the
Federal Government, and (. Government and
international agencies i ?nments and scien-
tists. The diffusion of ughout the
Department in scientif: e material effect
of agricultural science on the international affairs of
the United States requires that policy formulation be
achieved in a positive and through a systematic
process. When this policy is implemented it must accom-
plish positive results for the United States and be in
harmony with other policies and objectives of the Govern-
ment. Coordination and cooperation between departments
and agencies must have a formalized structure available
if the function is to be accomplished, but it must also
be conducted informally between all interested and respon-
sible parties to insure that it extends throughout all
levels of responsibility. For e, la, the foreign
research projects of the Department of Agriculture and the
foreign university contract effort sponsored by the Agency
for International Development must complement each other,
and the administrators of these programs must work to-
gether at all levels so that a net benefit for the United
States results without harm and with profit to the foreign
interests involved.
The recent reorganization of the Department of
Agriculture in providing for an Assistant Secretary for
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International Affairs formalizes coordination and cooper-
ation of a substantive na in international relations
matters, and it should pel States to achieve
its foreign policy coals in the field of agricultural
science through a more positive contribution by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The structure seems adequate 5 the




The areas of intere Lbility, and author-
ity of the Department of C lich are influenced by
and concerned with scienc technology fall into two
broad general categories—t3 involving private indus-
trial research and dove" the United States and
those departmental activities extending into the inter-
national sphere • When e: ncipally from the
international relations vi int, as in this study, these
two categories are somewhat compressed and sometimes
overlap, although retaa s distinctive
characteristics
•
As the preceding chapters of this thesis have con-
centrated heavily on or tructure and, there-
fore, discussion of the D ' Commerce in' that
light would be, in a mc as, and because of
the interesting perspee a somewhat
different treatment of this .ill be attempted.
While structure will not I , specific programs
under the Department's jurisdieti .11 be examined more
extensively than has been a ith the operational
activities in other agencies,, than a summary treat-
ment of various facets of the two selected contemporary
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programs affecting the fo: i relations of the United
States will result.
One program has been selected from each of the two
broad categories in an vide clearer under-
standing of the areas e ; , No specific definition
of the limits of the two categories is attempted since a
precise separation of , ".ens is not necessary for the
present purpose.
The first general c. jory, private industrial
research and development, has an influence ,on the inter-
national trade posture of tt d States. Compared to
other industrialized nations, the annual economic growth
rate of the U.S. and tation of private industry's
financing of research an . .nt are causes of con-
cern to Government off partment of Commerce
has been assigned resp< n : the develop b and
implementation of a C rial Technology Program
in an effort to improve tl tive position of the
nation. This program and y implications will
be examined briefly in of ii ssible effects on
foreign trade and cor of payments, and other
related international matl
The second cat a to the Department
of Commerce encompasses the activities of those agencies
involved in various aspects of science and technology
extending beyond national boundaries and over which the
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Department exercises po! and supervision.
Here the involvement of one of the ;encies—the
Weather Bureau—with th arological Organiza-
tion concerning the que: /ional cooperation
in the atmospheric sex-,. .] be surveyed to illustrate
the relationships among gov ntal and nongovernmental
organisations at both t. Dnal and international
levels.
Both of the prog:. be :amined fall under the
jurisdiction of the Dep i isistant Secretary for
Science and Technology, A brief of the responsi-
bilities assigned to tl sistant Secretary will precede
the program analyses.
I. ASSISTANT S "X 0? COMMERCE FOR
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
In February, 1962 ? Assistant Secretary
of Commerce for Science was authorized by
Public Lav; 87-40
5
? and in .1 of that year this position
was activated with the appoj it of Dr. J. H. HoIIomon,
v;ho still serves in that jity. The Assistant Secre-
tary is the principal ac ecretary of Commerce
on all matters in the sci : technological fields
and has cognizance ovex 1 and development in
the natural sciences car. Department. His
duties and responsibil: include:
1. The coordination \ luation of existing
programs of the Department in the fields of science
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2. The expansion of rams where deemed
desirable to mee tional needs;
3» The development itation of new
research and development programs in furtherance of
the Department's ob .:;
4. Representing the Dep. it on top level sci-
tific committees 'oups, including the Federal
Council for bcience and T ; and
5. The coordination of the Department's scien-
tific and technological activities with other
agencies of Government.^-
The Assistant Sc exercises policy
direction and general supervision over the following
agencies within the Dei
National Bureau of St rds
Coast and Geodetic Survey
Weather Bureau
Patent Office
U.S. Science Exhibit - Century 21 Exhibition
Office of Technical Services
ii. the civilian industrial technology
prog::
It is generally recognized that if we are to speed
the economic growth of the Nation, meet foreign com-
tition, and establish full employment, U.S. industry
must be able to make more effective use of science and
teehnology»3
•kj.S., Department of Commerce, "Department Order
No. 177 (Rev) , istant Secretary of Commerce for Sci-
ence and Technology," Manual of Orders, October 25j 1962.
_Ibid.
3u.S., Depart ; of Commerce, The Civilian Indus-




The purpose of the Civilian Industrial Technology
Program is to meet the pressed above through the
sti ion of progress in industrial technology. The
Program is administei ; iff under the general
direction of Assistant '. >mon#
The two basic method sd for the stimulation of
industrial technology through research and development
in this effort are cent,.-, ants to universities
and research institutions contracts to sponsor indus-
try-university technical extension services. The Program
does not duplicate private ind . research, but is
instead aimed at support:' .
.
in those insudtrial
production areas where . governments have contrib-
uted to research which, 5 aided their producers
to become leaders in w< n. This focus of
interest for the Prog
.
d in a statement by
Dr. Hollomon before a s ;tee of the Senate Select
Committee on Small Busi.
. . . Effective com. ion is not only a matter
of labor rates, but n the advantages of
superior products res-.- technical innova-
tion. The Japanese lo pie, is efficient
in the use of labo: el furnaces are
efficient in the use o: , . . .4
4j. Herbert Hollo] it Secretary of Com-
merce for Science and r2 batement before Sub-
committee on R: ing, Dis on and Marketing,
Select Committee on Sma" . ness. U.S. Senate, 83th
Cong., 1st sess., Part II, June 5 and 6, 1963 • Washing-
ton: Government Printing 6: ,63, p. 191.
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The probl statement has been
the subject of intei ;* the President and,
as a result, policies regar Program are developed
in coord: Science Adviser, An
appropriation of $6.9 mil] jsted in fiscal
year 1964 to finance of the Civilian
Industrial Technology I y
As presently operated, the Program is engaged pri-
marily in supporting textile research as an initial effort,
an area of study chosen b. e of its economic signif-
icance and as a field s no conflict with
basic science research sponsored by the National Science
Foundation. In the ~. it should be noted
that a reviewing c National Academy of
Sciences maintains a of the Government
sponsored programs in ;ies to prevent dupli-
cation.
hile this proj : nly a small segment
of the total picture of ] iternational fcions,
it is an example of on lock being added to
a growing pyramid—a bloc! n cursory examination,
might not be considered to have a place in the international
affairs pyramid at all*





III. I \1 :0N IN THE
.
.
or the ag icy direction and
supervision of the y for Science and
Technology have into: isibilities in science
and technology matter; aternational implica-
tions. The degree of i lent varies 5 the functions
performed may be of re! ly small scope, as in the
Office of Technical rhich uses money provided
by the Agency for Intel .1 Development to finance
foreign document tra or the functions may be of
wide interest, as well i e influence*
One such subject of ; Interest, suggested by
the list of agencies in mt and knowing no
international boundari ather. One point of
a four-point program for the peaceful uses of outer space
proposed by the la Kennedy at the United
Nations in September, 1961, \ project calling for
international cooperation in weather forecasting and
atmospheric research. The U.S. policy objective as out-
lined recognized that weather research and cooperation
was a natural mutual interest area among nations. It was
further believed that international participation in this
type of program should not be as difficult to achieve as
in the case of some of the more controversial subjects.
Among the specific objectives of the U.S. effort .
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in this area, as lat : s:
1. rove Unit s capabilities in weather
prediction.
2 e ; jric science research poten-
tial or the United / s.
3» Assist the economic
.
;h of the emerging
nations
4„ Promote the sal development of the
less developed coun
Following up or. resident's suggestion, the
V/orld Metereological C: [VI 10) was requested by
the United Nations to i up proposals for a program
such as had been pre. ;cd Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultur [U] ESCO) and the
International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) col-
laborated in the preparation of the proposals submitted.
At the national lev itional Academy of
Sciences set up an jad hoc Cc .ttee on International
Programs in Atmosp mces and Hydrology (CIPASH)
to prepare proposals for , ration by the United
States Government, K posals to ICSU con-
cerning implementation of
lile all of the : concerning the
structure of the atmosp'.:,: l program have yet
to be formalized, four activity have been
6United States ip on International
Program in Atmospheric So: ... tes Position
J9S Intornation a 1 Coope: ~ "leric Sc-.- :_.-.ncas ,
ji Report, Part" ... . 2-3.
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led by a number o: national proposals,




4. Education and Sc anpower
It is sufficient ] it purposes to iden-
tify the various agencies United States Government
responsible for spec \ons of the overall effort.
These are: (1) the Weather '.. i- (2) the National
Science Foundation, (3) Agency for International Develop-
ment, and (4) National .tics and Space Administra-
tion.
The World the responsibility of
the U.S. Weather Eur to its operations will
be .ned in further .ate how organiza-
tional relationships of . as the Weather Bureau
and other bodies in anc :ent may be expanded
to bring all views on a :t matter into focus.
Goverr
Internatir
rfceorolcgic-:! 0" denization has be
selected as the approp.. .on at the inter-






her System. The c' been justified by
these a: s:
Through its st: sions, Working
Groups, and : ) can br ng to
beer on problems £ on interest the
Ls in : sr coun-
tries. Through its Co is a forum for
: discussion of policy ions by instructed
5S« Through its Executive Committee and
Secretariat 3 there is a mechanism for execution of
policy,"
As its name indicates 5 WHO has a primary scientific inter-
est in the subject matter involved as well.
Nor amenta 1 J'.ech-
Int. ernat iona 1 Lev
The International C f Scientific Unions is
the logical organization to can:. to bring the inter-
bional nongovernmental scientific-academic community
together to coordinate their con' itions to the system
and to offer an appropri be Duse and forum. The
contribution of the associated scientific unions in other
disciplines can also be facilitated through the Council,
having as it does membersl hich crosses both inter-






Only those governmental agencies and bodies con-
cerned with the World Weather System part of the





atmospheric science program and U.S. Participation in it
will be identified at this point. Basic Atmospheric
Research, the World Climate! ica] Program, and the
Educational and Scientific Manpower phase of international
cooperation in atmospheric sciences will when fully imple-
mented, involve additional U.S. governmental agencies.
However, the process involved will undoubtedly follow a
pattern similar to that observed in establishment of the
World Weather System.
The U.S. Weather Bureau has technical and fiscal
responsibility for U.S. participation in the World
Weather- System. It is also responsible for coordinating,
the supportive research and development programs. Co-
ordination of government agencies is achieved by FCST,
using its Interdepartmental Committee on Atmospheric
j
*
Sciences (ICAS). Overall cognizance and approval should !
continue to be the responsibility of the Interagency
Group on an International Program in Atmospheric Sciences,
established for the purpose. This interagency group also
recommends policy to the Department; of State. Other
aspects of the program require coordination by the
Weather Bureau with the National Coordinating Committee
for Aviation Meteorology and the military weather ser-
vices through the Joint Meteorological Group of the Joint





While this review has not examined the technical
details of this part of the atmospheric science program,
it serves to point up the myriad of interrelationships
of Government mechanisms on both the operational and
policy levels which are interwoven in only one inter-
national scientific project.
Nongovernmental Mechanism at the
National Level
~~
The National Academy of Sciences has been enlisted
to perform within the U.S. the functions corresponding
to those of the International Council of Science Unions
in bringing to bear the coordinated support of nongovern-
mental scientists and agencies in activating the World
Weather System.
The National Academy of Sciences is by charter
and tradition the appropriate vehicle through which;
the ideas and plans for research and education
within the private scientific community are fostered,)
coordinated, and communicated to the appropriate
government mechanism. In addition, the Academy is
the channel of communication to the nongovernmental
mechanism of the international level and serves as
spokesman for the United States in deliberations
within ICSU 1:L
The extent of the resources available to NAS in perform-
ing this delegated function has been indicated in
Chapter VII.
The foregoing review should underscore the fact
that as science and technology encompass more and more
11
Ibid ., pp. 39-40.
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of the details of man's essential laily economic activi-
ties, and as the intercommunication among those involved
in research into and facilitation of improved methods in
these activities increases on the international plane,
departments and agencies of the Government will inevit-
ably become more deeply involved in each phase. With
the creation of the position of Assistant Secretary for
Science and Technology, the Department of Commerce has
acknowledged the expanding spheres of governmental res- .
ponsibility. This examination of the programs the
Department is involved in has identified but two of the
many broad general areas the U.S. Government will need
to deal with effectively. The pattern followed in these
two programs may be considered representative of others
now in operation or to follow.
The complexity of intergovernmental and nongovern-
mental coordination required to insure that all who have
a legitimate interest or a special knov/ledge in a
subject or program have their views and responsibilities
incorporated into the overall program is apparent. There
is no simple way to untangle these complex relationships*
The creation of new bureaucratic structures often only
adds to the complexity. The identification of respon-
sibility in existing departments or agencies will avoid
this danger to some degree, if intelligently applied.
The program envisioned for the U.S. to follow in its
participation in a World Weater System appears to be an





The initial reorganization of departments and
agencies of the Federal Government to carry out the
functions and responsibilities arising and expanding
as a result of the scientific and technological ex-
plosion has been accomplished with measurable success
during the past six years. After appropriate periods
of experience and evaluation, additional changes will
undoubtedly continue to take place as the need arises
and is recognized.
The point of no return has been passed, how-
ever, and a gradual weakening or elimination of the
organizational structure created in response to the
demands of science and technology, such as took place
in the 1950' s in the Department of State, will not
again be possible. The creation of the Office of
Science and Technology appears to have rounded out the
overall structure created in the Executive .Branch to
cope with the vast problems imposed, at least for the
near future. Expansion and strengthening, rather than




The identificatior prob eras and issues and the
recommendation of solutic through systematized organ-
izational relationships is only the initial step in the
scientific-international policy process. Policy
formulation at the highest level- as facilitated by OST,
must be present to give d- action of effort and resolve
administrative conflicts in a definitive manner. The
science and technology community in the Executive Branch
is now so structured as to insure that all elements of .
Government may both make contributions through systematic
upward communication, with bypass channels available,
and receive assistance through downward communication.
Through present governmental facilities, the
private sector of the nation's scientific and engineers
may contribute ideas and information voluntarily or be
organized efficiently and utilized in furthering
national objectives in whatever manner may be required.
This function is now focused principally through the
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council,
serving both the Executive and Legislative Branches and
capable of offering assistance on substantive scientific
matters as well as advice on policy.
The United States science activities throughout
the world cover a broad spectrum of man's interests and
are playing an increasingly important role in the inter-
national affairs of the country. The Department of
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State's revised organize ; bructure appears adequate
to meet present demands, bui th< Department is only in
the initial phase of its work. The relationships it
coordinates and the policies it reviews are not static;
new challenges will undoubtedly arise with increasing
frequency, requiring corresponding flexibility in the
structure.
Finally, within the Government the entire
organizational framev/ork concerned with science and
technology, even when limited to those aspects having
international implications, is large by any standard
and continues to grow. The structure interlocks at
many different points in Government, depending on the
subject matter or type of problem under consideration,
as well as meshing with private, quasi-governmental,
j
and foreign organizations as occasion requires. The
atmospheric science effort reviewed in Chapter X
exemplifies how governmental and nongovernmental
mechanisms function at both the national and inter-
national level to achieve objectives,
II. CONCLUSIONS
Initial reorganization in the Executive Branch,
as examined in the context of this inquiry, has been
completed. Although the present governmental structure
has grown in response to challenge and need, and continues
to grow rapidly, this size is essential if the United
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States is to be able to compete effectively in all facets
of twentieth century international competition, and also
if the citizen is to receive the full advantages and
benefits that science and technology offers without
national boundary limitations. Further reorganization
in the Federal structure will inevitably take place;
however, as it is impossible to predict how science and
technology will change the milieu so is it impossible to
predict how Government will respond to change.
As science and technology casts a lengthening
shadow over practically all activities of the Federal
Government, it is reasonable to assume that the functions
of the Office of Science and Technology will expand and
become all-encompassing, in. areas of influence if not
degree of final authority I f required. An analogy may
be drawn between OST and i of the Budget with
regard to its budget responsibilities to the President.
In many future problems, indeed in some present
problems, the decision maker may find that money will be
available to apply to the solution of a problem but that
material resources, manpc r } or facilities may not be
in hand. All of these commodities are limited in their
total availability, and, r bhe Budget Bureau allocates
funds, so OST will allocate these other scarce resources, '
As the Office of Science and Technology formulates the
criteria for allocation and distribution of these re-
sources among Federal agencies, through recommendations
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to the President, its Importance may become very great
indeed, penetrating to the hoart of most vital national
policy.
A complicating factor, related to the democratic
process of checks and balances, is that the Legislative
Branch does not yet have the organizational means avail-
able to exert the degree of control or review over the
allocation of these resources that it now has to provide
critical review of fiscal matters. This makes any
recommendation of the Din ice of Science and
Technology, an even mo e issue as it is not
yet subjected to the full array of constitutional checks
and balances.
As resources become critical in supply, even the
choice of recommendations which can be made may be a
very difficult choice indeed. That any one choice might
well affect the national security of the United States
or be of critical importance to the future of the country
is not difficult to imagine. The present diversity of
views as to the relative importance of space explora-
tion and the resources which should be diverted to this
effort provides an excellent current example of this
difficulty of choice. To insure that all facets of
individual problems are considered and weighed so that
decisions reached will reflect the best possible solution
depends in large measure on the machinery and process
followed in arriving at the decision. The evolution of
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Federal Government policy machinery to date has safe-
guarded against defective system, at least theoretically,
by providing inputs from all legitimately interested and
competent parties.
Within the next several years Congress could
vote into existence a Department of Science and Tech-
nology. This conclusion is based on the following
premises:
1. Science ana be J increasingly impinges
on most of the activities ^ral Government,
2. Due to the proliferat of agencies and
departments which function. this field, Congress is
unable to maintain eogniza: of Lther overall situa-
tions or of smaller detai at any single point in the
organizational structure. On problems common to all,
individual inquiries into each phase must be made,
3. The shock or o ;nik ad other Soviet
scientific and techno] - i successes has created a
subconscious attitude < ups and individuals
that the best way to rosp bo 1 he challenge is by
employing methods similar to those which created the
successes; i.e., centralized control and direction
under governmental aegis, implying the need for one
authoritative department,
4. Some previous recommendations made by
Congress designed to strengthen the position of the
Executive Branch in dealing with new problems in the
field of science and technology have not been imple-
mented as rapidly or fully as expected.
To permit Congress to gain control of the new
scientific situation, which Congress still regards with
some awe and apprehension, would, it is felt by some,
at least require creation of a new department in Govern-






helping to make them m tnageable from a Congressional





One factor in offering an alternative to the
creation of a new departm.: would be improved ability
on the part of Congress to overcome the handicaps of
stylized procedures, Cal] Lng upon the National Academy
of Sciences for assistanc as has now been done, is
an excellent step in the rj ght direction. A second
factor in providing such an alternative involves the
success of the Executive in More clearly defining new
functions and the assignment of responsibilities to
existing departments and agencies.
An effective response by existing individual
t
departments and agencies, meeting the additional needs '
and requirements levied by scientific and technological
advancements, will lessen the justification for the
creation of a Department of Science and Technology. The
ability of the Executive Branch to eliminate duplication
of effort, while conserving and efficiently utilizing
resources, will also influence the actions Congress
will either initiate or approve. This situation in basic
and applied science is no different than that in other
areas; but because of its more recent injection into
prominence and continued development, falls subject in a
natural way to the pains of governmental evolution.
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From the examination of the scientific and tech-
nological organizations conducted in the course of this '
inquiry, little need is seen for a Department of Science
and Technology. While it could absorb some of the
smaller agencies, the administrative effort is being
effectively managed at present by other departments and
agencies. The Department of Commerce administration of
the Weather Bureau and the interagency effort in connec-
tion with the World Weather System, examined in this
inquiry, is a case in point. Coordination along sub-
stantive lines would not necessarily be improved by the
creation of the proposed new department, as all of the
activities concerned with a particular part of a scien-
tific discipline could be brought under one administrative
authority only by creating needless chaos in other
departments and agencies. For example, the interests of
many enter into the atmospheric effort. Here coordination
has been achieved through existing committees, panels,
and other similar devices, and the interests of all have
been served on an equilib bed basis. Establishment of
a new department to se 've a "czar" in such efforts
could well destroy equili im r< • than promote it.
It is difficult to envisage improvement over the
present organizational str rough establishment
of a semi-autonomous department to administer, operate,
and oversee scientific and ehnological functions of the
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United States Government in view of the fact that co-
ordination of separate typos of activity now logically
placed under existing jurisdictions is obviously the
paramount need. Coordination among agencies possessing
equal authority can certainly be achieved more effectively
by entrusting that res n a superimposed unit
such as the present Offie Sc ice and Technology,
rather than to a departme ranked in the same echelon
and given the duty of act as i!first among equals" in
a limited sphere.
It is clearly evid thai Congress will remain
intensely concerned with aspects of individual scien-
tific and technological programs, either proposed or in
being. Their concern with the decision making process
within the Executive Branch to insure that the nation 1 S'j
security and welfare is being safeguarded in this vital^ -.
and growing area is a part of the checks and balances
system. The possible report of the proposed Commission
on Science and Technology, if the Commission is estab-
lished, and the action of u on gross on such recommenda-
tions as it may make will be influenced strongly by
these factors.
The present scientific and technological community
at the national level is so organized that it can con-
tribute effectively to the formulation of national policy.
This conclusion is founded on the examination of the
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structure of the policy mak Ing process within the context
of this inquiry. Error- such as C. P. Snow identified
in British science-gov, il 3 :ions do not exist
as such in the parallel United St bes relationships. Any
weakness would appear to ] in an opposite direction,
in that the scientist has uch voice in policy deci-
sions that it is most impc ant that he limit his formal
contribution to the policy ing rrocess to that which
is based on professional < tic
r
experience, and
empirical observation and aot on personal convictions,
III. RECOMMENDATIONS
It is important to United States science and
technology efforts and achievements that the momentum
spurred by the Soviet accomplishments is not lost due to
inertia. Needs must not become acute before solutions
are sought. If democratic government acts only under
adverse stimuli, then response will be automatic and
action based on initiative will not occur. Prior progress
is preferable to reaction from complacency brought about
by negative influences -
The importance of the technological challenge must
be recognized and remembered. Continuing and critical
appraisals of the internal science and technology struc-
ture must be made in awareness of the international
influences and the vast stakes involved. Only when the
full scope of all possible scientific and technological
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policies and activities of overnment are identified and
placed in perspective can the fu] I realization of their
importance be comprehends ut full comprehension
full success cannot fo]lc-
Political decision* t t the responsibility of
the elected politician. rihis is necessary if the funda-
mental concept of democratic government is to be retained
and ultimate power res> rved to the people. The increasing
contribution of the scientist to the governmental process
is a fact of life which reflects bhe growth of competence
in science and technology. Whether this competence flows
over into the political sphere and to what degree the
scientist also becomes a politician remains to be seen.
However, value judgments, encompassing all facets of many
disciplines, arrived at in a world of political intangibles
cannot be reduced to pure scientific deduction.
The debate over the proper role of the scientist
in Federal Government is becoming more intense. Is he
the only person who can make an intelligent decision when
science underlies the policy problem, or should he do no
more than contribute his knowledge as an expert to aid in
the decision making on a political level? These two
alternatives are an abbreviation and simplification of
the positions in the growing debate. C. P. Snow is a
proponent of the first view, believing that scientists
are peculiarly equipped to make the decisions required in
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today's scientific community. -*• Albert Wohlstetter is
representative of the second view, supporting the idea
that scientists are limited as to the advice they are
qualified to offer. He believes that the specific exper-
ience and knowledge of the scientist, though often
profound in his sphere of special competence, does not
endow him with the prescient knowledge equipping him to
make the cardinal choices which require knowledge and
experience beyond his experience. 2* Warner R. Schilling
takes the temperate view that the problem involved in
policy making "will vary greatly with the kind of scien-
tist participating, with the nature of the policy issue
at stake, and with the manner in which the scientist is
involved in the policy process. "3
The question of the scientist's proper role in I
>
government is raised to spotlight it once again. The i «
spotlight must be large, for a very large grey area sur-
rounds the arena in which the scientist is operating and
Charles Percy Snow, Science and Government
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961)
,
p. 88.
Albert Wohlstetter, "Scientists, Seers, and
Strategy," Foreign Affairs , XLI, No. 3 (April, 1963)
,
4-70.
3warner R. Schilling, in U.S. Congress, Senate,
Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee on
National Security Staffing and Operations, Administration
of National Security , Selected Papers, 87th Cong., 2d
Sess., December 31, 1962 (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1962), p. 156.
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the issues to be examirod, ten considering the problem,
the three variables identified by Mr. Schilling
—
profes-
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